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THE IVERSITY OF EW MEXICO 
FACULTY SE ATE MI TES 
1985- 86 
Volume 10 
--.. -- ...... ······ ~ .. - --··- .. _ ...... _... ... . ~ 
8fac ty s 
May 5, 1986 
TO : Members of the Faculty Senate 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: May Meeting 
The Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday, May 13, 1986 , a t 3 :30 pm in the Kiva. 
The agenda will include the following items: 
(pp . 1-3) 
(pp . 4-5) 
(pg . 6) 
(pp . 7- 8) 
(pp . 9-1 3) 
1. Summarized minutes of April 8, 1986 
2. Candidates for degrees, Semester II , 1985- 86 
3. Senate President's Report -- Professor Michael Conniff 
4. Announcements from the floor 
5. Nomination Procedures for Search Committees --
Professor Mary Ellen Hanson 
6. Items from the Curricula Committee Professor David Null 
(a) Transfer of ADN Program 
(b) Minor in Military Science 
(c) AA Degree in Special Education Paraprofessional 
Training 
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(pp . 14-19) 7 . Resolution regarding Academic Freedom and Freedom of Speech --
Professor Mary Ellen Hanson 
(pp . 20- 35) 
(pp . 36-46) 
(pp . 47-53) 
8. Appointments to Administrative Review Committees and AHEF --
Professor Michael Conniff 
9. Contingency Planning and Program Review -- Professor Robert 
Lenberg 
10. Proposed changes in Senate Committee structure -- Professor 
Gloria Birkholz 
11 . Committee appointments -- Professor Gloria Birkholz 
(Summarized Minutes) 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
MAY 13, 1986 
The May 13, 1986 meeting of the UNM Faculty Senate was called 
to order by President Michael Conniff at 3:30 p.m. in the Kiva. 
The last paragraph of the minutes of April 8, 1986 were corrected to 
read •The meeting was discontinued at 5:45 p.m. because of lack of 
a quorum.• The minutes were then approved as corrected. 
Change in the Agenda. Professor Seymour Alpert said that at the April 
meeting the Senate had approved a motion to postpone discussion of 
committee restructuring until the first meeting of the fall semester; 
however, the item is on the agenda for discussion today. He questioned 
the appropriateness of the item. It was explained that certain committee 
changes are now ready for consideration by the Senate. Professor Ted 
Sturm stated that he believed it inappropriate to discuss only a few 
changes at this time when the entire committee structure is being 
examined. Professor Linda Estes moved that Item 10 on the agenda be 
tabled until the fall semester. The motion was seconded and carried. 
Candidates for Degrees, semester II, 1985-86. Upon recommendation by 
the faculties of the various schools and colleges and the Office of 
Graduate Studies, the senate approved the candidates for degrees, 
Semester II, 1985-86. The list of candidates will be forwarded to 
the Regents for ratification. 
~nate President's Report. President Conniff enumerated some of the 
accomplishments of this year's Senate: 
-Search Procedures for senior administrators and deans as proposed 
by the Senate were adopted by the Regents. 
-The faculty helped with UNM's lobbying effort during the legislative 
session. 
-UNM's Senate worked with other Faculty senates in New Mexico through 
the Association of Higher Education Faculties and Professor Conniff was 
President of that organization during 1985-86. 
-Administrative Reviews for senior university administrators are 
continuing. 
~Some Senators and faculty have participated in the Strategic 
In~tiative and it is hoped that this effort will prove of value 
Un1ver . s1ty as it plans for the future. 
Planning 
to the 
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-Groundwork has been laid for restructuring committees. 
-Ad Hoc committees on part-time faculty and televised instruction will 
report to the Senate during the next academic year. 
Conniff continued by saying that this has not been an easy year for 
faculty governance; however, he believes that the Senate is still strong. 
Professor Conniff concluded his remarks by stating that the Community 
Education Committee has expressed concern that new associate degree 
programs at T-VI will overlap or duplicate those given by UNM. He asked 
John Rinaldi, Dean of General College , to comment regarding this situation. 
Dean Rinaldi said that there is some concern that T-VI will duplicate parts 
of UNM's programs in accounting and business technology . However, T-VI 
has stated that it will develop its own programs and is not planning to 
duplicate programs at UNM. Rinaldi said that the liaison committee will 
continue to look into the matter of program duplication. 
Announcements from the Floor. Senator Alpert reminded Senators that it 
is encumbent upon them to remain until the end of the meeting. 
Senator Jack Omdahl said that "since issues which come before the 
Faculty Senate change from year to year and in order to have informative 
debate, it is necessary to know what University policies and precedents 
might affect proposals. Because Anne Brown is so knowledgable about the 
University and is willing to share that knowledge , the Operations 
Committee, on behalf of the Faculty Senate, hereby expresses thanks to 
the University secretary and her capable staff for their invaluable 
assistance this year.• 
Senator Mary Ellen Hanson read the following statement: 
We demand a great deal of our Senate presidents. 
They must carry the torch for faculty while dodging 
flaming arrows aimed from all sides. If they drop 
live coals, we expect them to be firewalkers while 
we observe safely from beyond the smoke lines . 
To muddle this metaphor further , the Faculty Senate 
hereby expresses its warmest thanks to President Connif~ 
fo~ the long hours and the great efforts he has made this 
Year to generate light as well as heat . Responsibility is 
the ' power of choice. ' Thank you, Mike . 
fu?mination Procedures for Faculty Members of Administrative Search Committees. 
Senator Mary Ellen Hanson said that on March 11, 19S~ , the Rege~ts 
approved •search Committee Procedures for the Positions of Senior 
Administrators.• The prodecures specify three instan~es where the 
Senate shall nominate faculty members for search committees: (1) searches 
for academic vice presidents and administrators , (2) searches for deans 
and a· . h no faculty formally under 
. irectors of academic programs which ave . . residents 
their jurisdiction and (3) searches for non-academic vice P 
ana directors. Th~ General Guidelines, as listed in the a~enda, da~~e 
guidelines specified in the document approved by the Regen s, a~ . 
Procedures merely codify the practice instituted by the senate uring 
the search for an academic vice president. 
The Senate adopted the nomination procedures 
as presented in the agenda. 
- 2-
Items from the Curricula Committee . Upon recommendation by Professor 
David Null, Chair of the Curricula Committee, the Senate (1) approved 
the transfer of the ADN Program from General College to T-VI, (2) withdrew 
from consideration the Minor in Military Science, and (3) approved the 
Associate of Arts Degree in Special Education Paraprofessional Training. 
Resolution regarding Academic Freedom and Freedom of Speech . Upon 
recommendation by the Operations Committee, the Senate adopted a 
resolution regarding Academic Freedom and Freedom of Speech . The 
resolution states in part: 
The Faculty Senate hereby affirms its support for the 
protection of the academic freedom of members of the 
University community to exercise their First Amendment 
rights without censorship or penalty. 
The Faculty Senate endorses the statement of academic freedom and 
civil liberties principles prepared by the Academic Freedom Committee 
of the American Civil Liberties Union as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Freedom of inquiry and freedom to express 
ideas and concepts are fundamental to the 
concept of academic freedom . The essence 
of university teaching is to expose students 
to the knowledge and ideas that professors 
deem will further students' education. While 
classroom debate between teacher and student 
should be encouraged, professors have no duty 
to present views which give equal credence or 
weight to opposing viewpoints . Professors, like 
others, may be subjected to criticism, but the 
nature of the criticism must be intellectually 
related to the classwork, not conform to any 
given ideological standard established by an 
outside pressure group. 
Freedom of speech protects the right of any 
outside group to criticize the teaching or 
writing of any academic and to publish and 
distribute these criticisms as they please. 
Freedom of speech also permits any outside 
group to try to persuade students that.they 
have been misled and to provide them with 
materials designed to influence their opinions. 
However the protection of academic freedom 
' . ·t dministrators must 
requires that universi Ya 
resist political pressure from outsiders a~d must 
. · · only as provided by 
respond to internal criticism . . 
f · ring against misuse the institutions' rules or insu 
of the classroom. 
- 3-
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5. Though students may criticize their professors' 
teaching, and may freely communicate their 
criticisms, students who hire themselves to monitor 
their professors' classes are not properly 
discharging their responsibilities as members of 
an academic community. 
Appointments to Administrative Review Committees and AHEF. The Faculty 
Senate duly elected the following faculty members to serve on 
administrative review committees: Gloria Birkholz (Nursing) and Marian 
Shelton (Education) for the committee to review Chris Garcia, Dean of 
Arts and Sciences; Fred Harris (Arts and Sciences) and Lee Zink (Institute 
for Applied Research Services) for the committee to review Carroll Lee, 
Associate Vice President for Business/Comptroller. The Senate also elect d 
Professor David Kaufman (Engineering) as its representative to the 
Association of Higher Education Faculties. 
Policies and Procedures Related to Financial Exigency. Professor Rob r 
Lenberg, Chair of the Senate Long Range Planning Committee, briefly 
explained the background for the policies and procedures related o 
financial exigency and said that the Committee had been working on the 
document for several years. He also said that the appendices (which are 
part of the document) reflect the thinking of the American Association of 
University Professors over a ten-year period (1974-84). 
After discussion, a motion to table the item was defeated. However , a 
motion to delete the section "Discontinuance of Program or Department Not 
Mandated by Financial Exigency• and the appropriate parts of the 
appendices, return that section to committee for further study, and bring 
it back to the senate during semester I, 1986-87 carried with one abstention. 
The Senate then approved (with one abstention) the adoption of th 
Policies and procedures as outlined in the agenda • 
.£.ommittee Appointments. Upon recommendation by the Operations Committee, 
the Senate approved appointments to current Faculty Standing Committees 
as listed in the agenda. 
The meeting adjourned at 5:20 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
-4-
ft THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXI 
DAT : 22 April 198 
To Facul ty Senate 
floM: Senate Operations Committee 
uaJECT: Nomination Procedures for Faculty Members of Administrative Search Com.mi 
The "Search Committee Procedures for t he Posit ions of Senior Admini 
Deans, and Directors , " approved by the regents on March 11 1986 p ci y 
instances where the Senate shall nomina te faculty members . Th foll win 
gui delines and procedures are presented for Sena t e approval . 
General Guidel ines 
1. The Senate should establish open, clear, consistent , and d mocra ic 
methods for choosing faculty represent a tives . 
2. Nominees should be persons of demonstrated excellence who r 1 o 
representative as possible . 
3. Nominees should have a broad understanding of both th univ r i y 
whole and the position t hat is t o be fi l l ed . 
4. Nominees should be members of the voting faculty . 
5. Nominations should ref l ect the univer sity ' s commitment to affirma iv 
action regarding women and protect ed minor i t ies . 
Pr ocedures 
1. The Operations Committee will present a slate of nominees to he S nat . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Senators may make nominations f r om t he floor . 
Nominators must ascertain faculty members ' willingness to serve before 
placing their names in nomination . 
The Senate will elect a specif i ed number of nominees by written ballot. 
The names of nominees receiving t he highes t number of votes will be 
forwarded to the convener of the sear ch commit tee . In the ca e of a 
tie vote, the names of persons receiving t he same number of votes will 
be forwarded. 
Should the Senate be called on t o nominate search committee member 
d · · t rsess ion t he Operations Committee will 
uring summer semester or in e , il b 11 t with provi on 
present a s l ate of nominees t o Senat ors via ma a 0 
for write- i n nominations, 
continued 
. --· ...... , ....... ., ... --.... .. _> .... ~ -,.. . . 
Nomination Procedures, p.2 
7. Search committees for academic vice presidents and administrators in 
their offices shall include four members of the faculty at large, 
selected by the university president from a slate of eight proposed 
by the Senate . 
8. Search committees for deans and directors of academic programs which 
have no faculty formally under their jurisdiction shall include four 
faculty selected by the Senate for their knowledge of and experience 
with the unit . 
9. Search committees for non- academic vice presidents and directors shall 
include one faculty member selected by the Senate. 
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DATE, April 21, 1986 
Dr. David Kidd, Associate Dean, General College 
Donea Shane, College of Nursing Curriculum Commit tee lLi-z/ 
IECT: The AD Nursing Program 
The College · of Nur s ing Curriculum Committee supports moving the AD Nursing 
program, presently housed in General College, . to T-VI. We look forwar d t o 
working with the faculty, staff, and students of the T-VI program . We are i n 
philosophical agreement with the idea of housing an associate degree program 
in nursing in a tichnical-vocational setting, and we have long been i mpress ed 
with the quality of education offered by the T-VI fac ulty . Our BSN degree-
completion program for registered nurses is in place, and will be readi ly 
available to the graduates of the T-VI ADN program, so that those ind i vi dua ls 
interested in educational mobility can progress from the AD degree to t he BSN 
and MSN at the University of New Mexico programs. 
Do not hesitate to call on us for any help we can give in making t his mo ve a 
smooth one for all involved . Best wishes for a successful transition . 
DS : emg 
c: Dean Rees 
Estelle Rosenblum 
Reason for Request 
The ADN Program at UNM is presently supported by a $49,000 grant from Southwest 
Medical Services. This grant will no longer be available. In addition, UNM 
will require a total of l04K of new money to support the program. This new 
money is not available. Therefore, UNM will transfer the program to T-VI where 
it will be established as an Associate Program in Nursing and even~ually <leve-
l · 1 f th T-VI program is pending before the op into a generic program . Approva or e 
State Board of Nursing. 
Impact on Students 
Fourteen (l 4) students enrolled in ASN program will not be abl~ to.con3t i1·nue at 
rnn, h N M ico Board of Nursing in u y or 
u~CT . If program move approved byte ew ex d Au An th r 15 or more students were expecte 
gust, then can be enrolled at T-VI . . 0 e _ f 11 1986. Projected class 
to take ADN 201 in summer and enroll in ADN 210 a . ADN 20l . . 'f faculty or funds are not available. 
will not be taught this summer i t to the NM Board of 
Student survey being made to provide input for the repor · · 
Nursing. 
UNM ARMY ROTC 
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE 
277-0673 
Professor of Military Science - LTC Stephen Halper - 646-1099 
Assistant Professor of Milita r y Science/Detachment Chief 
Ma j or Randall T. Sabine - 2 77-0673 
Assistant Professor of Mili tary Science - CPT John Klauck 
Assistant Professor of Military Science - CPT Gary Overton 
Ope r ations Sergeant and MSI I nstructor - MSG John Gomez 
Administration Chief - SFC Ra ymundo Trevino 
Detachment Secretary - Ms . Barbar a Walsh 
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Military Science stresses o r gani zing, m~tivating, and leading other s 
through recognizing, comparin g, and evaluating courses of action . 
You'll experience management training and leadership development 
through adventurous and challenging activities and academics . 
The University of New Me x i co Army ROTC graduate is a highly qualified 
l eader who will be an as s e t to both the defense of his country and 
t he management of civilian enterprise. 
MILITARY SCIENCE PROGRAM 
BASIC COURSE: Students ma y enroll in the Basic Course without 
incurring a military obligation. The basic courses consist of MSC 
101, 102, 201, 202, with concurrent enrollment in MS 099 each 
semester. The basic course may be waived for eligible veterans who 
enter the Advanced course, for students who complete basic camp, or 
for students who have had two or three years of Junior ROTC (JROTC). 
ADVANCED COURSE : The Adva nced Course is open to those students who 
have completed the Basic c ourse or who have had the Basic Course 
requirement waived. Each student must meet the physical and a p t itude 
qualifications established by the Department of the Army . The 
Advanced Course consists of MSC 301, 302, 401, 402 normally taken in 
sequence . Each course requires concurrent enrollment in MSC 099. 
After completing MSC 301 a nd 302 each student attends a six-week 
summer camp at Ft. Riley Kansas. The camp may be delayed in cases 
of personal hardship Al l students are paid approximately $575.00 
and mileage allowanc~s to a nd f rom camp based on the i r home o f 
record. Upon graduation, students who have completed the Advanced 
Course are commissioned as s econd lieutenants in the U.S. Ar my , U.S. 
Army Reserve, or the National Guar d. 
VETERANS AND JROTC: veterans who enroll in the Advanced Cours e and 
meet the eligibility requireme nts may receive placement credit for 
their experience on active dut y . I f the student has comp leted t wo 
or more years of JROTC t rain ing he/ s he may have all or pa r t of the 
basic Course requirement waive d (MSC 101, 102, 201 and 202 ) · 
~he financial assistance rece i ved by the Adv~nced Course student s i s 
in addition to Veterans Admin i str ation Benefits. 
1 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: Military Science students may apply f or 
th7e 7- and two~year scholarships. Each scholarship pays for books, 
tu1t1on, required fees, and $100 per month during the school year, 
not to exceed 10 months per year. These scholarships are valued at 
approximately $1800 per year. 
All students who enroll in the Advanced Course receive $100 per 
month for each month of school. 
BOOKS, EQUIPMENT AND UNIFORMS: All students enrolling in Military 
Science are provided the required books, equipment and uniforms at 
no expense. Books, equipment, and uniforms must be returned upon 
completion of the course. 
CURRICULUM 
ELECTIVE CREDITS: 0-10 h r s. 
MSC 101 
MSC 102 
MSC 099 
MSC 101 and 102 
MSC 201 
MSC 202 
MSC 099 
MSC 201 and 202 
MSC 301 
MSC 302 
MSC 099 
MSC 301 and 302 
MSC 401 
MSC 402 
MSC 099 
MSC 497 
MSC 401 and 402 
Intro to Military Science 
Intro to Military Science 
Leadership Activity Class (Lab) 
require concurrent enrollment in MSC 099 
Intermediate Leadership Skills 
Intermediate Leadership Skills 
Leadership Activity Class (Lab) 
require concurrent enrollment in MSC 099 
(1) 
(1) 
(0) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 0) 
Advanced Leadership and Management (3) 
Theory and Dynamics of the Military Team I 
Leadershp Activity Class (Lab) (0) 
require concurrent enrollment in MSC 099 
( 3 ) 
Theory and Dynamics of the Military Team II ( 3 ) 
Seminar in Leadership and Management (3) 
Leadership Activity Class (Lab) (0) 
Directed Study (1- 3 ) 
require concurrent enrollment in MSC 099 
Additionally each student must complete one s 7mester of 
science, a m~nagement course, a national security course, 
comp::>sition, and a Military History course approved by the 
Scholarship cadets are also required to take one semester 
language. 
behavi oral 
writin g 
PMS . 
o f a foreign 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE IN 272 
SPECIAL EDUCATION PARAPROFESSIONAL TRAI NING 
This request is to establish a joint A. A. Degree program between the General 
College and the Department of Special Education. 
PROPOSED BULLETIN TEXT 
The A. A. D:gree in Special Educ~t~on Paraprofessional Training is a special ty 
program designed to prepare qualified adults for employment as teacher aides 
or assistants to other professionals in special educat ion programs. The curri-
culum combines identified areas of coursework with supervi sed field experiences , 
t~ enable.trainees to develop the competencies considered important for wor ki ng 
with handicapped students and clients effectively. Students wis hin g to ente r 
this program must meet the requirements for admission t o U.N.M., as well as 
complete an application and interview with program staff . 
The A. A. Degree requires 66 total hours. Nine hours are designated for 
electives (with the advisor's approval), so that trainees may focus on cont ent 
areas (for example , reading, math , P.E., or fine arts ) , human growth and devel op-
ment , certai n age or ethnic groups, disability categories, or other areas of 
interest. Students are required to seek advisement for i nitial and ongo ing 
program planning. 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements for the Associate of Arts Degree in Special Educati on 
Paraprofessi onal Training are indicated on the attached sheet. Many of the 
courses are already taught in departments across the Un i versity. The l i s t of 
~uggested electives, also attached, includes a broad range of cou rses al~eady 
in existence. Several of the required courses and elect ives may be appli ed 
toward a Bachelors Degree in Elementary or Secondary Education wit h a minor or 
endorsement in Special Education; these are i ndicated by a double asteris k (**) . 
Nine new courses for paraprofessionals have be~n devel oped, for which new course 
proposals are also attached. The new courses include: 
SP ED 104 
SP ED 203 
SP ED 205 
SP ED 207 
SP ED 209 
SP ED 211 
SP ED 232 
SP ED 252 
SP ED 264 
Field Applications I . . 
Ways & Means : Direct Service with the Handica pped 
Field Applications II . . . . 
Paraprofessional Interactions in S~ecial Ed uca t i on 
Affective Education and the Exce~ti onal Per~on 
Educational Approaches with Special Pop~lati ~ns 
Therapeutic Techniques for Severe Behavi or Disorder s 
Therapeutic Techniques for Severel y/ Profoundl y and 
Multiply Handicapped Students . 
Classroom Diagnosis and Program Pla nn ing 
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RATIONALE 
. Ut~l i zation and. training of parap:ofessionals in Special Education programs 
nationwide hav7 continually expanded since the 1960s to such large proporti ons a t 
present that aides are usually considered indispensable members of the service 
delivery te':1'11. New Mexico is no exception in its widespread employment of 
paraprofessionals. The Albuquerq~e area, as well as the entire s ta t e , have recen tl y 
demons~rate? a great ne7d and desire for paraprofessional training in Special 
Educati?n, in order to improve the quality of services rendered to handicapped 
populations. 
In Surmner 1983, 85 needs assessment surveys were sent to community based 
programs, institutions, and public school settings across New Mexico. Forty-eight 
of the.53 responses supported the training proposed by the Department of Special 
Education at UNM, for the purposes of a federal grant project. Collect ive ly, 
the findings indicated that an estimated 473 (excluding Albuquerque Public Schools) 
could benefit from the questionnaire's coursework listings , with sel ec tions 
primarily oriented toward provision of direct services, including behavior 
management. Two additional surveys documented the need for such a trai ni ng rojec t. 
The Albuquerque Public Schools Special Education aides identified four major areas 
requiring inservice education: behavior management and discipline ; ins t r uc t ional 
materials and methods; improved communication on the job; and g neral i nforma t ion 
about Special Education and exceptional children. A survey among paraprofessionals 
at Los Lunas Hospital and Training School indicated a general lack of pos t secondary 
education among respondents, as well as significant dissati sfac t ion wi th their 
opportunities for career advancement. 
The training project was funded tn Summer 1984 by the U. S. Depar tment of 
Education Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services . In Fall 1984 
project staff conducted a statewide survey of service-providing agenci es across 
New M7x~co to solicit ratings of importance for 73 parap:ofess ion~l c~ f>E: t encies 
classified under eight major topic areas. The competenci es were identified by 
examination of existing literature and program descriptions , as well as the 
previous needs assessment results. The findings generated by the service providers , 
combined with content and format needs indicated by paraprofess i onals themselves , 
now serve as guidelines for the developnent of new courses in the A. A. Degree . 
. In response to the training project's offering of a cou:se sequence for 
aides, 130 applications to the project have been requested since fall of 19~4 . 
The primary clientele to date has consisted of already-employed parapr ofessional s , 
most of them working in A.P.S. A small number have come from Los Lunas Hosp~ta l 
and Training School, with others making ~id~life care7r change~. Th7 ~ommunity 
based programs in Albuquerque have also indicated an.inter~s t i n.traini ~g . For 
the spring semester, 1985, 39 individuals conducted interviews with ~roJec t staff, 
and 27 enrolled in initial courses of the proposed sequence , even wi th ful l 
knowledge of the unofficial program status .. In~ervie~s.for Summer 1985 are 
currently underway and from local response it is anticipated that 25- 30 new 
students will enroil each semester. This semester's enrolle~s ~ave perform~d in 
such a way and have coITTTiented so enthusiastically about their i nvol vemen~ in the 
tra~ning, ~hat 18-20 of each "new" group of s tudents are expec t e? to continue 
registering for classes every academic semes t er. Mos t s tudents i n the program 
are likely to attend on a part-time basis. 
Additional support for the training has come from acr?ss . t he state , w~t~ 
many agen · . . ·t from proJ·ec t s taff Nego t ia t ions for providing 
cies requesting visi s · d ba · h gun and 
Ltraining to A.P.S. Special Education aides on a broa er ~is ave . ' os Lunas Hospital and Training School has expressed a desir e for on- site courses . 
JO 
ASSOCIATE OF ARIS DEGREE IN SPECIAL EOOCATION PARAPROFESSIONl\L TRAINING 
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Course Sequence Credit Hours 
O'.M1UNICATION SKI IJ.S RB;)UIREMEN'IS : 6 hours 
ENG 101 Wri t ing with Readings in Exposition 
ENG 102 Anal ytic Writing 
OR 
SP CCM 270L Ccmnunication for Teachers (1 lee . , 2 hrs lab) 
ARI'S/ HUMANITIES/ SOCIAL SCIENCES REQUIREMENTS : 6 hours 
FINE ARIS : Art, Dance, Music, Music Educ. , Theatre l\rts 
HUMANITIES : Linguistics (101- Intro. to the Study of language) , 
American Studies , History (of N.M. or Southwest) 
SOCIAL SCIENCES : Economics , Geography , Political Science, or 
Sociol ogy (101-Introduction) 
MA'IlID1ATICS/ NA'IURAL SCIENCES/ BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE'S REX)UI REMENI'S : 6 hours 
MATIID1ATICS : (111-.Math. for Elem. & Mid . Sch . Tchrs I ; 112-Math. 
for Elem. & Mid. Sch. Tchrs II) 
NATURAL SCIENCES : Biology, Chemistry, Geology, or Physics/ Astronany 
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES : Anthropology, Psychology (101/ 103I.rGeneral 
Psych. I+ Iab; l02/ 104I.rGeneral Psych . I I+ I.ab) 
INSTRUCTIONAL FOUNDATIONS RB;)UIREMEN'IS : 6 hours 
HUITBn Growth & Develoµrent course (ED FDN 303, PSY 210 or 260 , 
Family Studies growth/ devel. courses at various age levels) 
ED FDN 310 Learning and the Classrcx:rn 
SPECIAL EOOCATION REJJUIREMENTS : 32 hours 
SP ED 201 Education of the Exceptional Person 
SP ED 204 Introduction to Special Education (3 hrs/ wk f i eld'MJrk 
+ 1 hr . seminar) 
SP ED 207T Paraprofessional Interacti ons in Special Education 
SP ED 319 Classroan Organization and Manag~nt . 
SP ED 211T Educational Approaches with Special P~pulations 
SP ED 104T Field Applicat ions I (15 hrs/wk+ senun~) . 
SP ED 232T Therapeutic Techniques for Severe Behavior Disorders 
(lecture+ 3 hrs/ 'Wk f iel dwork) 
OR 1 . 1 SP ED 252T Therapeutic Techniques for Sever el y/ Profoundly & Mu tip Y 
Handicapped Persons (lecture+ 3 hrs/ wk fieldwork) 
Affective Education & the Exceptional Person SP ED 209 
SP ED 264 
SP ED 203T 
SP ED 205T 
ClassrCXJm Diagnosis & Program Pl~ g . 
Ways and ~ans : Direct Servi ce with t:J:1e Handicapped 
Field Applications II (15 hrs/ wk+ seminar) 
~ ( to be approved by advisor) : 9 hour~ 
To be se l ected fran list of suggested electives (attached) · 
'IOI'AL: 
Courses classif ied as University Skills may not be used to satisfy the 
reqmrements for the A.A. degree . 
JI 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3-4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
9 
66 hours 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE IN 
SPECIAL EDUCATION PARAPROFESSIONAL TRAINING 
Admissions Requirements 
UNIVERSITY RE QUIREMENTS 
l. Typical freshman requirements, OR 
ACT composite combined wi th high school class ra nk , OR 
Special Admissions (frequently offered to returning students ) 
2. ACT scores 
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3. High school transcript or GED diploma, plus any post secondary transcripts 
A.A. PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
l. Completion of application to Special Education Pa raprofess ional Traini ng 
Program 
2. Screening interview by program staff 
3. Student stipend application (optional ) 
Upon completion of the requirements listed above, students would be admi tted · 
to !he A. A. Deg~ee Program in Special Ed ucation Para pro fessi ona l Trai ning . 
(Th1s would have its own program code, fo r Admiss ions Office purposes . ) 
Alternatives: 
l. Students may opt to enroll as Non- Degre~ itatus (if el i gi ble for that status ) 
for a few semesters to assess level of su:cess in co l l ege, needs for 
developing basic skills, readiness for taking ACT , ap propriateness of 
program for career goals. This status requi res a high school or GED 
diploma. 
2. Students may decide to enroll first i n the UNM General Coll ege to work on 
building t heir basic ski l ls prior t o application to UNM . This status 
requires a hi gh school or GED dipl oma and havi ng ACT scores on file . 
/~ 
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ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION PARAPROFESSIONAL TRAINING 
BUDGETARY AND FACULTY LOAD IMPLICATIONS 
1his program is being initiated with the support of the fir s t year' s funding 
from a three-year grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Education Off ice of 
Special Education and Rehabilitative Services. 1his grant funds a full-t ime 
~oordi~a~or and a half-time graduate assistant at present; the same funding l evel 
is anticipated for 1985-86 and 1986-87. Project staff are qualifi ed and prepared 
to teach four of the proposed new courses : SP ED 104, 203 , 205, and 207 . In 
addition, project staff are currently teaching a section of SP ED 204 (practicum) 
and will do so in the future as needed . 
Of the remaining new courses , SP ED 211 is designed to be facilitated by an 
appropriate faculty member (as a one-hour loading), with doctoral students 
specializing in the target categories assigned to plan and t each segments of the 
course as part of their assistantship requirements . 1his course will be offered 
upon demand , no more frequently than once annually and likely every three or four 
academic semesters. SP ED 232 and 252 represent the only measurable demand upon 
departmental resources, since these courses must be taught by qualified facul ty 
m~bers. However, these courses will also be offered upon demand and in rotation 
with each other, so that, at maximum, one of the two courses might b taught each 
year . The same is expected to be true for SP ED 209 and 264 . 
Once the three-year grant terminates, arrangements have been made with the 
Dean of the General College to provide financial support for the traini ng program, 
based on the credit hour production generated by project courses . For this reason , 
th7 ~-A. Degree in Special Educati on Paraprofessional Training is being proposed as 
a Joint program between the General College and the Special Education Departrrent . 
DEPARTMENTAL IMPLICATIONS FOR PROGRAMS 
. ~e possible consequences of student enrollment in numerous courses al ready 
in existence in the Department of Special Education, ~s well as the content of 
proposed new courses have been discussed at length with faculty. 1he proposed 
A. A. Degree program'reflects the results of those discuss i ons . It is recognized 
tha~ some number, not large but measurable, of paraprofessional t rainees ~ill 
decide.at some point in their programs to purs~e an unde~graduate degree in . 
education with a minor or endorsement in Special Education . 1hese are potential 
studen~s who likely would never have enrolled at U~ without th~ trai ~i ng sequence 
established for aides. For the purposes of enhancing.such ma t r i cula t io~, the 
proposed program includes 42 credit hours that may , w~th car eful selection , apply 
toward a Bachelors Degree in Education/Special Educa~io~ . On March 26 , 1985, 
the Special Education faculty voted in favor of submitting the new degree program 
for approva 1. 
The following list surrmarizes faculty responsibili ties 
~urse Nos. 
104, 205 
203 
207 
209 
211 
232 
252 
264 
Frequency of Offering 
Every semester, including surrrner 
Once annually (maximum) 
Once or twice annually 
Every three acad. semester s 
Once annually ~maximum) 1-hr load 
Every two years (maximum) 
Every two years (maximum) 
Every two years 
13 
for new courses . 
Faculty Responsible 
Proj ec t staff 
Proj ect s taff 
Projec t s taff 
Dr . Marian Shelton 
for faculty , doc students 
Ors . Kroth , McDowell 
Ors . Van Etten, Van Etten 
Dr . El oy Gonzales 
II THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
Tu: Faculty Senate 
FRoM: Senate Operations Committee 
SuefECT: Statement on Academic Freedom 
DATE: 29 April 1986 
The establishment of Accuracy in Academia, a group which purports 
t o monitor and correct ideologically 'erroneous' statements made by 
academic faculty in their classroom lectures , poses a serious threat 
to the tenets of academic fre edom which are essential t o vigorous 
intellectual inquiry . 
The recent regential decision (now rescinded) to ban the showing of 
a film sponsored by the ASUNM Film Committe·e is evidence that ideological 
obj ections by external groups can lead t o attempted censorship of the 
University 's extra-curricular activities a s well . 
University policies outlined in the UNM Faculty Handbook (sections 
*A-5 ; B-1, 8-9; and F-1 7) establish the rights and obligations of academic 
freedom for faculty, administrators , graduate and research assistants, 
and students. 
The Faculty Senate hereby affirms its support for the protection of 
the academic freedom of members of the University community to exercise 
their First Amendmen t rights without censorship or penalty . 
The Faculty Senate endorses the statement of academic freedom and 
civil libert ies principles prepared by t he Academic Freedom Committee of 
the American Civil Liberties Union (page 3 of the attached "Let t er t o 
University and College Presidents and Faculty Senates on Accuracy in 
Academia," dated March 26 , 1986). 
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*Specifically Page A-5, principle 3; Page ~- 1, Section 1, General Principles ; 
Pages B-8 and B- 9; Page F-17, item n. 
I~ 
. . 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION 
Chair, 
Faculty Senate 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM R7131 
Dei'ir Chair: 
March 26, 1986 
The ~nerican Civil Liberties Union, throuqh i s 
Freedom Committee, has carefully examined the oper t 
methodology of a new organization, Accuracy ·n Acad 
enclosed letter, just sent to the President o f vo r 
reviews our concerns about Accuracy in c emi ' p 
calls for a forthright statement uphol~ina t he prin 
academic freedom and civil liberties on the campus . 
We bring this letter to your attention in the 
Faculty Senate will discuss this issue an like wi 
firmly on the importance of protecting the Ere om 
and students and preserving the values of ac ademic 
civil liberties. 
7 
National H dQu rt rs 
132 W st 43 SIi I 
New Vex • NY 100 
(2 I 2) 9U 9800 
Norm n Dor n 
- "' 
em i 
n 
Th _ 
n 
y I f'." 
I would appreciate your sendinq us a copy of ny s teme n 
you issue. 
,s 
Sincerely,~ 
,! ,· ' 
.·, • / 
/ / \ " t t-/1 (idd '((}i1-t; _ 
a'1id Cohen 
:·Executive Office r 
Aca~emic Fre e om Cornmi e 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION 
March 26, 1986 
Letter · to University and College Presidents 
and Faculty Senates 
on Accuracy in Academia 
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National Headquarters 
132 West 43 Street 
New York, NY 10036 
(212) 944-9800 
Norman Dorsen 
Pfl(Sl0ENT 
Ira Glasser 
EXECUTM OtRECTOA 
Eleanor Holmes Norlon 
CHAIR 
NATIONAL A0VIS0AY COUNCIL 
Over the past months, the American Civil Liberties Union has 
followed the establishment and activity of a new organization , 
A~curacy in Academia, which has announced that it is conducting a 
wide-spread campaign to correct statements made by professors in 
college and university classrooms. Although we were greatl y 
concerned about the group's impact on academic freedom, we 
refrained from commenting at the inception of Accuracy in 
Academia because we wanted to observe how the organization 
functioned. We were also mindful of the need to - protect and 
enhance the righ ts of students to criticize, ri9hts which t he 
ACLU has vigorously defended and will continue to defend. 
However, we are now persuaded that the methodology and 
pu rposes of Accuracy in Academia endanger the atmosphere of 
freedom of inquiry that is necessary to preserve academic freedom 
\ for both teachers and students. Accordingly, we write to exp ress 
0 ~r concerns and to urge yo~ to take all appropriate steps to 
discourage and discredit what we believe is nothing less than an 
attempt to institutionalize a system of ideologically-targeted 
agents on your and other university campuses. 
We hope you will bring this letter to the attention of your 
Board of Trustees and we are taking the liberty of sending it as 
Well to the Faculty Senate, with the request that faculty membe rs 
Will discuss the issue dnd declare themselves. 
Our comments are made in the context of the initial 
organizing statement of Accuracy in Academia as reported in its 
Parent publication, Accuracy in Media. 
To combat what it calls the "dissemination of 
misinformation" to students, which it regards as indoctrination, 
the following program was announced (AIM Report August 17, 1985) . 
"l. We will enlist the cooperation of students who can help 
us identify problem courses. 
//p 
"2. We wil~ ask students t_aking such courses to prov i de us 
with tape recordings or notes of statements made by the te chers 
of such courses which they believe to be s e r iously in error . 
"3. If we agree that the statements are incorrect, we will 
take them up with the professors responsible fo r t hem , without 
disclosing the source of the complaint, and wi ll ask th t 
corrections be made in class. If the professors a r e unwillin to 
do this, we will endeavor to publicize the errors in existinq 
campus publications or in an Accuracy in Academi a newsletter. 
"4. Since young students may not have the knowledge or h 
t ime to carry out this function as carefully as would be 
desirable, we are asking mature adults t o volunteer to enroll in 
courses on campuses near their homes to serve as auditors for 
Accuracy in Academia. If funding permits, we wi l l pay h 
expenses, including tuition, for t he vol unteer auditors . In many 
states, senior citizens may take courses in s t a te coll 
free . Since our funds are at present limited , we are 
get as volunteers sen i or citizens who can take adv n 
privilege of free enrollment. 
e 
nxious to 
e of thi 
"5. Our adult volunteers wi ll be encouraged to k n 
active role of challenging questionable s tateme nts in cl room 
d iscussions, providing alternative readi ng ma terial nd 
s uggesting supplementary course reading li s ts . Accur cy in 
Academia will try to be helpful in providing s uch m teri 1 . 
Volunteers will also be encouraged to provide l eadership or 
younger students, encouraging t hem to coope rate with AI , n 
~btaining their assistance in put ti ng out AIA materi ls, 
including a campus newsletter." 
In recent months, while pro f essiona l educa tional 
organizations have warned that Acc uracy i n Academia threaten to 
i mpose an orthodoxy and conformity on t he academic community, we 
have noted the following reports i n AIA and othe r publications: 
- At the City University of New York s ome CUNY stu ents hav 
expressed interest in working with AIA, in the wo r ds of Matthew 
Scully, the AIA national director, as classroom " reporters" to 
i dentify professors they feel use thei r classrooms to 
"pr opagandize." (Ne~ York student December 3 and 16, 1985) 
- Lazlo czorba, the AIA d i recto r at CUNY, said 500 
complaints his group has received are : about profes~ors from the 
le ft," add i ng there is a "growing marx1st movement 1n the oci 1 
sc iences." ( New York student, Decembe r 3 and 16 , 1 85). 
- In addition to the CUNY report, students from about 110 
campuses, including Harvard, Yale and Brown un iversities, h v 
volunteered to act as "monitors" fo r AIA. (New York Times 
Oc tober 21, 1985) 
- Mr. Scully also is quoted as saying tha t whil hi 
organization does not seek leg isla t ion on classroom t achin 
17 
methods, the AIA newsletter which contained student 1 r 
complaining about Arizona State professor s would b s nt O h 
state legislature. He said the universi t y' s st nd r 5 for 
professors "will change if the leqisl a t ur e and bo r o 
who control its funding are aware of suc h compl ins . " 
Student December 3 and 16, 1985) 
Against these reported facts, which do not r pr 
complete accounting of AIA activity on campuses , th 
for your consideration the following stateme nt of c 
freedom and civil liberties principles, prep red by.m mb r 
the academic community who serve on the ACLU' s Ac mic 
Committee. 
1. Freedom of inquiry and freedom t o expr ss · 
concepts are fundamental to the concept o f c emic 
essence of university teaching is t o e xposes 
knowledge and ide!s that professors de em wi ll 
education. While classroom debate betwee n t 
should be encouraged, professors hav e no duty o 
which give equal credence or wei ght t o opposinq vi wpoin 
Professors, like others, may be sub jected to cri ici 
nature of the criticism must be inte llectu lly r 1 
classwork, not conform to any given ideo l o ic 1 
esta~lished by an outside pressure g r oup . 
2. Freedom of speech protects the r i 
group to criticize the teaching or writing 
publish and distribute these criticisms as 
3. Freedom of speech also permit s 
to persuade students that they have been misl 
them with materials designed to in f l ue nce h ir 
i 
C n 
4. However, the protection of ac ademic fr om r 
that university administrators must r esist pol~t~c.l P ss 
f rom outsiders and must respond to in ternal cr1t1c1sm only 
Provided by the institutions' rules fo r insurino in 
of the classroom. 
5. Though students ·may cr i ti c i ze their ~r~ o 
t eaching, and may freely communi ca t e their cr1t1cism, 
who hire themselves to monito r t he i r professor' cl s 
Properly discharging their res ponsib i lities a memb r 
ac ademic community. universi ti es should m k: ffo 
suc h students that while v igorous debate -- in 
cl assroom -- on a professor' s statements is Pr 
expression and educational freedom , en r ollments 
pu rpose of "monitoring" for outside groups O 5 no 
educational purpose; to the contrary ~ i t ~s fo 
Pressure inconsistant with t he pr i nciple of c d 
This summary of long-standi ng ac demic fr 
no t Prepared in a vacuum. Histo ry hast u ht 
ac ademic ~reedom must be vigorous l y fought 
I~ 
h 
Th 
y 
1 
2 2 
when threats to teachers' freedom arise. We can remember the 
period of McCarthyism in the 1950's when colleges and 
universities were cowed into silence as freedo~ of speech and 
association were infringed. The fabric of academic freedom is 
always fragile. As political pressures mount to curb the 
expression of particular ideas, that is the time when those who 
understand the importance of rejecting these pressures must make 
t~eir voices heard. We are particularly troubled, as we hope you 
will be, by the effort to target people ideologically ~nd by a 
methodology that encourages an~ pays non-st ude nts to pose as 
students for the sole purpose of monitoring the ideological 
content of certain courses. Frankly, we think the term 
"auditors" to describe non-students who lack a bona fide interest 
in pursuing academic study is little more than a .euphenism for 
the more accurate term -- "spies." 
It is ironic tllat the AIA's effort, which could create a 
chilling effect leading to self-censorship by teachers, comes at 
a time when robust and ideologically varied debate is 
increasingly heard on many campuses. It is not the ACLU function 
to support or approve any particular point of view, but we note 
that concern about "left-wing bias" is more than matched by the 
rise of conservative student political organizations and 
publications. Whether ·the issue is American policy on Central 
America, South Africa, the Middle East or domestic economic 
affairs, myriad voices -- offering different opinions, are being 
heard. That is the proper exercise of First Amendment rights. 
·aut ideologically based movements that seek to "expose" and 
pressure teachers for what they believe and say disserve the 
First Amendment. In the words of Committee A of the American 
Association of University Professors, "Any move to cast a pall of 
orthodoxy over the classroom whether that effort derives from the 
political right or left, whether from government or from self-
appointed vigilantes, is inimical to academic freedom." 
We urge that you and your instit~ti?n take prompt ~ction to 
declare unstinting support for the pr1nc1ples of aca1em1c freedom 
mentioned above so as to demonstrate that the function of the 
college and uni~ersity will not be interfered with by forces such 
as Accuracy in Media. we hope the five principles discusse 
above will be reflected in your statement. 
We would. be pleased to receive your reaction to our 
statement and to learn what steps you are taking to defend 
academic freedom in the current controversy. 
/°I 
Sincerely, 
Ira Glasser 
Executive Director 
John Brittain 
Chair, Academic Freedom Committee 
(16pp. ) 
(Approved by Faculty Senate 
Long-Range Planning Committee, 
April 9, 1986; revision of 
report of October 17, 1984) 
The UNM Faculty Senate Long-Range Planning Committee report entitled: 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES RELATED TO FINANCIAL EXIGENCY 
BACKGROUND 
2 3 
The UNM Faculty Senate Long-Range Planning Committee {LRPC) was asked by 
Provost Hull in his role as Chairman of the University Planning Task Force to 
proyide recommendations for appropriate actions concerning academic programs in 
times of financial stringency. The LRPC accepted this task and spent the major 
portion of its efforts during the spring term of 1984 considering these ques-
tions. The results of those efforts were reported to Provost Hull and the 
Faculty Senate Operations Committee in the 10 page LRPC report dated October 17, 
1984. 
This April 9, 1986 report presents the current position of the LRPC 
regarding Financial Exigency. 
Three major background factors were considered: 
• Understanding the financial resources available and the 
decision-making process in the administration of those resources 
is an extremely complex matter . 
• The budget decision-making and priority-setting processes are not 
widely understood, and have not been communicated effectively to the 
University faculty. 
• The corrrnents relating to salary levels refer to recent conditions, 
including the fact that average faculty compensation (salary plus 
fringe benefits) has deteriorated significantly in recent years. 
2 
The long-range planning process and the budgeting process are inextricably 
linked when one is addressing the current year's operations. They become less 
tightly linked in the future years when the budget cannot be determined, but 
only estimated (considering the state of the economy, state government 
decisions, and other factors both tangible and intangible). If the University 
is to have successful long-range planning, the success of such planning should 
be measured primarily in terms of the effect of planning on current operations. 
This means that the budget process is fundamental to validating and putting into 
effect the results of the planning process. Because of the importance of the 
budgeting process and the decision-making which goes on in that process, we 
addressed that issue at the outset. 
UNIVERSITY POLICY DECISION-MAKING 
General Assumptions 
We recognize that planning continues to occur at some levels and within 
some units in the university system on an ad hoc basis. However, we contend 
that university-wide, systematic long-range planning still needs to be 
coordinated and directed toward corrmon goals and a corrrnon vision of what UNM is 
to be. 
lJNM is in a critical stage of its existence because of the continuing 
stringent financial situation. Concurrently UNM continues a transitional period 
because of the changes and reorganization in top level administration. 
The planning and budgeting functions within UNM have yet to be closely 
linked. At this time there does not appear to be significant input from some 
important elements within the UNM system with regard to budgetary decisions. 
2 
General Recommendations Concerning University Policy Decision-Making 
In consideration of these assumptions we recorrnnend that: 
3 
1. Decisions on yearly university-wide resource allocations (financial and 
human) must be made by the President in consultation with the Vice Presidents, 
Deans and the Faculty Senate Long-Range Planning and Budget Review Committees 
functioning jointly. This is to insure accurate information and timely 
consultation concerning the needs of the entire academic progrcll\ in relation to 
the total University budget. 
2. The entire range of resources available within UNM needs to be 
examined, including both discretionary and non-discretionary funds, when 
considering financial allocations (especially reductions). '!he 
non-discretionary funds which need to be examined include, for example, capital 
building, endowed chairs, and presidential scholarships. '!he needs of academic 
£rograms shall be given top priority, when decisions are made about the 
allocations within the total UNM budget. The academic budget shall not be 
targeted for reductions without first considering how all other areas within the 
University can implement reductions. Budget reductions shall be made first in 
non-academic areas. 
3. We strongly recorrnnend the establishment of the University Planning 
Group (UPG) and University Planning Center (UPC) as approved by the Faculty 
Senate in its March 19, 1985 meeting. The UPG addresses both long-range 
Planning and budgeting within the university, and sets programmatic priorities 
and overall university direction. The University Planning Group (UPG) is 
broadly representative of the major units and functional areas within the 
University. '!he UPG establishes the process and the directions for planning 
efforts by the University. Specifically, the UPG integrates the activities of 
the foll · · · owing Un1vers1ty groups: 
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Senate Long-Range Planning Committee 
Campus Planning Cormnittee 
Budget Review Committee 
Faculty-Staff Benefits and Welfare Cormnittee 
President's University Strategic Planning Committee 
The planning function within the University shall be closely linked with 
the budgetary function. Contingency planning for various UNM budgetary levels 
must take place. 'Ihe University Planning Center (UPC) shall have a professional 
staff to support the UPG, including faculty members appointed by the Faculty 
Senate. 
A place in the University shall be designated for the UPC as a visible 
long-range planning information center with mission statements, prioritized 
goals and objectives, and contingency plans. The information shall be presented 
in a readily understandable form with extensive use of graphics. The UPC shall 
i . nv1te comments and input from faculty, staff , and members of the community. 
OPERATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR surx;ET REDUCTIONS 
In this section four specific operational assumptions are identified for 
use 1· f budget reductions become necessary. Because of the inherent complexity 
in our identifying the precise level of financial resources available to the 
University it is difficult to establish criteria which will uncli\biguously guide 
de · · c1s1on-making in budget reductions in the instructional programs. 
We make the following major assumptions: 
1. 'Ihe University has been in a state of serious financial 
difficulty particularly since 1983-1984. Such financial 
difficulties are likely to continue indefinitely. 
2. Support services for instruction have been reduced to the point 
that any further reduction will seriously impair academic 
programs. 
2 6 
3. All non-instructional areas of University operations shall be 
examined carefully and cuts will be made in those areas before 
the instructional programs are reduced. 
5 
4. Decisions related to budget reductions in the instructional area 
will consider total resources available and total needs through-
out the University and its branches. 
SCOPE OF ANNUAL OPERATING BUDGET FOR UNIVERSITY 
The total resources available to the University vary on a annual basis. 
These resources are made up of at least the following components : 
The legislative appropriation for the operation of the University 
(this may have line-item restrictions in it that curb the 
flexibility in the use of these funds) 
Incorre from endo\'mlents or other investments of the University 
Grants and contracts for research or services 
Rents and royalties payable to the University 
Gifts for support of specific programs (e .g . Presidential 
Scholarships) 
Overhead return 
Tuition and fees 
Appropriations or gifts for special programs (e.g. Centers of 
Excellence) 
Land and permanent fund income 
Capital building funds 
Auxiliary services income 
Athletic events income 
Other 
2 7 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY REC<Mv1ENDATIONS 
The instructional programs that exist to meet students' needs are the 
heart and life of the University and the reason for its existence. Therefore 
the instructional budget must be the last to be considered for reductions even 
in times of Financial Exigency. The University should, in any case, look 
carefully at alternatives1 in the total University operation which could result 
in financial savings or increases in efficiency. Although faculty and staff 
compensation is the most visible, and probably the most important component of 
the University budget, we recognize that there are other crucial components that 
must be maintained in order to support and improve our academic function. 
The UPG should have access to the total University fiscal resource information 
and priority setting processes. The report of the President's Strategic 
Planning Committee should provide an essential basis for the initial 
deliberation of the UPG. 
Given our limited information and our time constraints the LRPC focused on 
areas of academic programs in which reductions might be effected. Thus the 
following types and stages of reductions in academic programs are conceivable, 
depending upon the severity of the university's financial situation. These 
.E._econunendations are listed in descending order of priority for implementation: 
* 1) Screen all University programs with the intent of avoiding 
duplication. 
2) Make available significant financial incentives for encourag-
ing early retirement. 
1 E . . f Xploration of alternatives for delivery of services or the motivation~ .. 
faculty and others to contribute actively to and ?e rewarded for th: acquisition 
of additional . be d the scope of this report. 'Il1ese important 
. resources is yon · and faculty 
issues should be addressed by the University administration • 
* See APPENDIX A, especially pages 12-13. 
7 
(continuation of Conclusions and Summary Recommendations) 
* 
3) Administer more uniform implementation of criteria for code 3 
and tenure decisions. 
4) Freeze faculty and staff positions (no replacement of 
resigning or retiring faculty except for transfers from the 
existing UNM faculty) 
* 5) Implement programs to retrain and/or reassign professors to 
* 6) 
* 7) 
* 8) 
higher need areas . 
Phase out or combine programs across departments, including 
establishment of more interdisciplinary appointments without 
releasing faculty. 
Release non-tenured faculty and academic administrators 
according to programmatic needs. 
As a last resort, according to programmatic needs and with 
due regard to faculty rights and following AAUP guidelines, 
release tenured faculty from their present positions but 
with opportunities for retraining and reassignment to UNM 
academic areas with greater needs for faculty as determined 
by the Faculty Senate in consultation with the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs. 
* SEE APPENDIX A: ADAPl'ATION OF PERTINENI' SECTIONS FRCM THE A.A.U. P. 's "1982 REC~DED INSTITUTIONAL 
REGULATIONS ClJ ACADEMIC FREEW4 AND TENURE" 
(published in ACADEME, Jan.-Feb. 1983, 
pp. 15a-20a) 
:Z..Jc 
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Members of the 1983/84 LRP Conunittee: 
Sarah Anderson 
Harold Delaney 
Bill Hadley 
Joel Jones 
Charles Key 
Doyle Kimbrough 
Richard King 
Robert Lenberg 
Members of the 1984/85 LRP Conunittee: 
Sara Anderson 
Rodney Ewing 
Bill Hadley 
Fred Hards 
Joel Jones 
Kenneth Jungling 
Charles Key 
Robert Lenberg, Chairperson 
1984/85 
Members of the 1985/86 LRP Conunittee: 
Edward Benson 
Jose Garcia 
Archie Gibson 
Bill Hadley 
Theodore Jojola 
Kay Jones 
Doyle Kimbrough 
Helen Muller 
Robert Nesbitt 
Peter Pabisch 
Jennifer Predock 
8 
Marcus Price, Chairperson 
1983/84 
Anne Taylor 
Maurice Wildin 
Ebtisam Wilkins 
Lorraine Lester 
Helen Muller 
Robert Nesbitt, Vice-Chairperson 
1984/85 
Peter Pabisch 
James Porter 
Jennifer Predock 
Marcus Price 
Robert Lenberg, Chairperson 
1985/ 86 
Lorraine Lester 
Helen Muller 
Robert Nesbitt, Vice-Chairperson 
1985/ 86 
James Porter 
Marcus Price 
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APPENDIX A: ADAPTATION OF PERTINENT SECTIONS FRa-1 THE A.A. U. P. 's "1982 
RECClv1MENDED INSTITUTIONAL REGULATIONS ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND 
TENURE" (published in ACADEME, Jan.-Feb. 1983, pp. 15a-20a) 
4. Termination of Appointments by the Institution 
Financi al Exigency 
9 
(c) (1) Termination of an appointment with continuous tenure, or of a 
probationary or special appointment before the end of the specified term, 
may occur under extraordinary circumstances because of a demonstrably bona 
fide financial exigency, i.e . , an imminent financial crisis which threatens 
the survival of the institution as a whole and which cannot be alleviated by 
less drastic means. 
The Faculty Senate Long-Range Planning and the Budget Review Committees 
functioning jointly will participate with the President in the decision 
4 
that a condition of financial exigency exists or is imminent, and that 
feasible alternatives to termination of appointments have been pursued. 
4 See "The Role of the Faculty in Budgetary and Salary Matters," (MUP Bulletin, 
62 [Winter, 1976], pp. 379-81), and especially the following passages: 
. The faculty should participate both in the preparation of the total institu-
tional budget, and (within the framework of the total budget) in decisions rele-
vant to the further apportioning of its specific fiscal divisions (salaries, 
academic ~rograms, tuition, physical plants and grounds, etc . ) . Th7 soundn~ss 
of resulting decisions should be enhanced if an elected representative committee 
o~ the faculty participates in deciding on the overall allocation of institu-
tional resources and the proportion to be devoted direc~ly to t1;e academ~c 
prog:am. This committee should be given access to all information that i~ 
requires to perform its task effectively, and it should have the opportun~ty to 
~nfer periodically with representatives of the administration and governing 
ard • .•• 
. C~rcumstances of financial exigency obviously pose.specia~ pro~lems. At 
institutions experiencing major threats to their continued f1nanc1al support, 
t~e faculty should be informed as early and specifically.as possible.of signi-
ficant impending financial difficulties. The faculty--w1th substantial repre-
se t · · ·t · h n at1on from its nontenured as well as its tenured members, since 1. ~st e 
former who are likely to bear the brunt of the reduction--should part1c1pate at 
the department, college or professional school, and instituti~n~ide leve~s, in 
key decisions as to the future of the institution and of spec1f1c academic 
Programs within the institution. The faculty, employing acc:p~ed standards of 
1~.P~ocess, should assume primary responsibility for determining the status of 
ividual faculty members. 
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Judgments detennining where within the overall academic program 
termination of appointments may occur involve considerations of educational 
policy, including affirmative action, as well as of faculty status, and shall 
therefore be the primary responsibility of the Faculty Senate. 5 The Faculty 
Senate Long-Range Planning and Budget Review Committees functioning jointly 
shall also exercise primary responsibility in determining the criteria for 
identifying the individuals whose present appointments are to be terminated . 
These criteria may appropriately include considerations of age and length of 
service . 
10 
The responsibility for identifying individuals whose present appointments 
are to be terminated shall be committed to a group designated by the President 
and approved l:Jy the Faculty Senate, which shall include at least the Vice 
President and Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs. The case of a 
faculty member given notice of proposed termination of present appointment will 
be governed by the following procedure . 
(2) If the administration issues notice to a particular faculty member of an 
intention to terminate the appointment because of financial exigency, the 
faculty member will have the right to a full hearing before the Academic 
Freedom and Tenure Committee. The hearing shall conform with a proceeding 
conducted pursuant to Regulation 5* . '!be issues in this hearing may include: 
5 See "Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities" (MUP Bulletin, 52 
[Winter, 1966], pp. 375-79), and especially the following passage: 
Faculty status and related matters are primarily a faculty responsibi~ity; 
this area includes appointments, reappointments, decisions.not to reapP?1~t~ 
promotions, the granting of tenure, and dismissal . The pr1m~ry ~espons1b~l1ty 
of the faculty for such matters is based upon the fact that its Judgment is 
central to general educational policy. 
*SEE APPENDIX B: ADAPTATION OF PERTINENI' SECTIONS FRCM THE A.A.U. P. 'S "1982 
RECCMMENDED INSTITUTIONAL REGUrATIONS ON ACADF.MIC FREED<M AND 
TENURE" {published in ACADEME, Jan.-Feb. 1983, pp. 18a-19a) 
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(i) The existence and extent of the condition of financial exigency. 
11 
The 
burden will rest on the President to prove the existence and extent of the 
condition. The findings of a faculty cormnittee in a previous proceeding 
involving the same issue may be introduced. 
(ii) The validity of the educational judgments and the criteria for 
identification for termination; but the recormnendations of the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs in consultation with t he Faculty Senate 
Long-Range Planning and Budget Review Cormnittees functioning jointly on 
these matters will be considered presumptively valid. 
(iii) Whether the criteria are being properly applied in the individual 
case. 
(3) If the institution, because of financial exigency, terminates 
appointments, it will not at the same time make new appointments except i n 
extraordinary circumstances where a serious distortion in the academic 
program would otherwise result. The appointment of a faculty member with 
tenure will rx:>t be terminated in favor of retaining a faculty member without 
tenure, except in extraordinary circumstances where a serious distortion of 
the academic program would otherwise result. 
(4) Before terminating an appointment because of financial exigency, the 
institution, with faculty participation, will make every effort to place the 
faculty member concerned in another suitable position within the 
institution. This shall include the opportunity to retrain for another UNM 
position by taking courses at UNM, NM.SU and/or NMIMT; and tuition, fees and 
books will be provided by UNM. Provided the faculty member can commit a 
minimum of 3 years service to UNM following retraining, during the period of 
retraining the faculty member's full salary shall be continued for 
three semesters. Based upon the university's institutional needs, the 
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12 
faculty member may apply to perform retraining at a university outside New 
Mexico under the same terms as stated above. 
(5) In all cases of termination of appointment because of financial 
exigency, the faculty member concerned will be given notice or severance 
* salary not less than as prescribed in Regulation 8. 
(6) In all cases of termination of appointment because of financial 
exigency, the place of the faculty member concerned will not be filled by a 
replacement within a period of three years, unless the released faculty 
member has been offered reinstatement and a reasonable time in which to 
accept or decline it. 
Discontinuance of Program or Department Not Mandated by Financial Exigency6 
{d) Termination of an appointment with continuous tenure, or of a probationary 
or special appointment before the end of the specified term, may occur as a 
result of bona fide formal discontinuance of a progran or department of 
instruction. 'Ibe following standards and procedures will apply. 
(1) The decision to discontinue formally a program or department of 
instruction will be based essentially upon educational considerations, as 
determined by the Faculty senate in consultation with the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs. 
[Note: "Educational considerations" do not include cyclical or temfX)rary 
variations in enrollment. They must reflect long-range judgments that the 
educational mission of the institution as a whole will be enhanced by the 
discontinuance.] 
6 f' . 1 
~en discontinuance of a program or department is mandated by 1nanc1a 
exigency of the intitution, the standards of section 4(c) above will apply. 
*SEE APPENDIX B. 
3/ 
13 
(2) Before the President issues notice to a faculty member of the intention 
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to terminate an appointment because of formal discontinuance of a program or 
department of instruction, the institution will make every effort to place 
the faculty member concerned in another suitable position. If placement in 
another position would be facilitated by a reasonable period of training, 
financial and other support for such training will be proffered. Tne same 
opportunity shall be provided as in section (c) (4) above under Financial 
Exigency. If no p:)Sition is available within the institution, even with 
retraining, the faculty member's appointment then may be terminated, but 
only with provision for severance salary equitably adjusted to the faculty 
member's length of past and potential service . 
[Note: When the University proposes to discontinue a program or department 
of instruction, it shall plan to bear the costs of relocating, training, or 
otherwise compensating faculty members adversely affected . ] 
(3) A faculty member may appeal a proposed relocation or termination 
resulting from a discontinuance and has a right to a full hearing before the 
/\cademic Freedom and Tenure Committee. The hearing shall conform with a 
* 
proceeding conducted p.1rsuant to Regulation 5 • The issues in such a 
hearing may inclt.rle the institution's failure to satisfy any of the 
conditions specified in this section. In such a hearing a faculty 
determination that a progran or department is to be discontinued will be 
considered presumptively valid, but the burden of proof on other issues 
will rest on the President. 
*SEE APPENDIX B. 
APPENDIX B: ADAPTATION OF PERTINENT SECTIONS FRCTv1. THE A.A.U.P.'s "1982 
RECCJ.'IMENDED INSTITUTIONAL REGULATIONS ON ACADEMIC FREE[)Q',1 AND 
TENURE" (Published in ACADEME, Jan.-Feb. 1983, pp. 18a-19a) 
Regulations 5 and 8: 
5. Dismissal Procedures 
14 
(a) Adequate.cause for a dismissal will be related, directly and substanti ally , 
to the fitness of faculty members in t heir professional capacities as 
teachers or researchers. Dismissal wi ll not be used to restrain facul t y 
members in t heir exercise of academic freedom or other rights of American 
citizens. 
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(b) Dismis~al of a faculty member with continuous tenure, or with a special or 
probationary appointment before the end of the specified term, wi ll be 
pre~e~ed by: (1) discussions between the faculty member and appropriat e 
~dmi~istrative officers looking toward a mutual settl ement; (2) informal 
in~uiry by t he duly elected faculty committee [insert name of committee; 
which shall not be the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee] which may , 
failing t o ef fect an adjustment, determine whether in i ts opi nion dismissal 
proceedings should be undertaken, without its opinion being bindi ng upon the 
president; (3) a statement of charges, framed with reasonable particulari ty 
by the president or the president's delegate. 
(c) A dismissal , as defined in regulation S(a) , will be preceded by a statement 
of reasons, and the individual concerned will have t he r ight to be heard 
initially by the elected faculty hearing commi ttee [insert name of 
committee; this committee should not be t he same as t he committee ref erred 
to in Regulation S(b) (2 ) ; and it shall not be t he Academic Freedom and 
~enure Committee]. Members deeming t hemselves disqual ified for bias or 
interest wi l l remove themsel ves from t he case, either at the request of a 
party or on their own initiative. Each party will have a maximum of two 
challenges without stated cause [al ternates should be provided for fill i ng 
vacancies on the hearing committee resulting from disqualif ication , 
challenge without stated cause, illness, resignation , or any other reason] . 
(~) Pending a final decision by the hear ing.co~itt7e, the facult ~ member 
~11~ te suspended, or assigned to other duties 1n ~1eu of suspension , only 
i f i~ediate harm to the faculty member or ot hers i s t~reatened ~y 
continuance. Before suspending a facul ty member , pending .an ip.ti~at~ 
determination of the faculty member's status t hrough ~he inst1tut io? s 
hearing procedures, the administration will consu~t wit h the Academic 
Freedom and Tenure Committee concerning the propriety , the length , and the 
other conditions of the suspension. A suspension which is i~tended ~o be 
final is a dismissal and will be t reated as such. Salary will continue 
during the per iod of 1 the suspension. 
(2) The hearing committee may, with the cons7nt ~f t he par tie~ co~cer~ed, 
~old joint prehearing meetings with t he parties in order to (1) simplify the 
issues, (ii) e f fect stipulations of f acts, (iii ) provide for the exch~nge of 
documentary or other information, and (i v) achieve. such ot he: appropriat e 
pre-hearing objectives as will make the hearing fair , effective, and 
expeditious. 
33 
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(3) Service of notice of hearing with specific charges in writing wi l l be 
ma~e at leas~ twenty days prior to the hearing. The faculty member may 
waive a ~earing or may respond to the charges in writing at any time before 
the hearing. If the faculty member waives a hearing, but denies t he charges 
or a7serts.that th~ charges do not support a finding of adequate cause, the 
hearing tribunal will evaluate all available evidence and rest its 
recommendation upon the evidence in the record. 
(4) The hearing committee, in consultation with the president and t he 
faculty member, will exercise its judgment as to whether the hearing should 
be public or private. 
(5) During the proceedings the faculty member will be permitted t o have an 
academic advisor and counsel of the faculty menber's choice. 
(6) At the request of either party or the hearing committee, a 
representative of the American Association of University Professors 
(A.A.U.P . ) will be permitted to attend the proceedings as an observer . 
(7) A verbatim record of the hearing or hearings will be taken and a 
typewritten copy will be made available to the facul t y member without cost , 
at the faculty member's request . 
(8) The burden of proof that adequate cause exists rests with the 
institution and will be satisfied only by clear and convincing evidence i n 
the record considered as a whole. 
(9) The hearing committee will grant adjournments t o enable either party t o 
investigate evidence as to which a val id claim of surprise is made. 
(~O) The faculty member will be afforded an opportuni~y.to ob~ain ~ecessary 
witnesses and documentary or other evidence. The administration wi l l 
cooperate with the hearing committee in securing witnesses and maki ng 
available documentary and other evidence. 
(11) The faculty member and the administration will ha~e the r ight to 
confront and cross-examine all witnesses. Where the witnesses cannot or 
will rot appear, but the committee determines that t he_int~rest~ of justice 
r~quire admission of their statements, the commit~ee will 7dentify the 
witnesses disclose their statements, and if possible provide fo r 
. ' interrogatories . 
(12) In the hearing of charges of incompetence, the testi~ony _wi ll inc~ude 
that of qualified faculty members from this or other institutions of higher 
education. 
(13) The hearing committee will not be bound by strict :ules of lE;<Jal 
evidence, and may admit any evidence which is of probativ7 val ue in 
determining the issues involved. Every possible effort wi l l be made t o 
obtain the most reliable evidence available . 
(14) The findings of fact and the decision will be based solely on the 
hearing record. 
16 
(15) Except for such simple announcements as may be required , covering the 
time of the hearing and similar matters, public statements and publi ity 
about the case by either the faculty member or administrative offices will 
be avoided so far as possible until the proceedings have been complete, 
including consideration by the Board of Regents. The president and the 
faculty member will be notified of the decision in writing and will be iven 
a copy of the record of t he hearing. 
(16) If the hearing committee concludes that adequate cause fo dismissal 
has not been established by the evidence in the record, it will so eport to 
the president. If the president rejects the report, the president will 
state the reasons for doing so, in writing, to the hearing comnittee nd to 
the faculty member, and provide an opportunity for response befo e 
transmitting the case to t he Board of Regents. If the hearil'):J corrrnitt 
concludes that adequate cause for a dismissal has been establish d, but th t 
an academic penalty less than dismissal would be more appropriate, it will 
so recommend, with supporting reasons. 
8. Terminal Salary or Notice 
If the appointment is terminated, the faculty member will e eive s lary or 
n~tice in accordance with the f ollowing schedule: at least three months , i th 
final decision is reached by March 1 (or three months p ior to the expiration) 
~f the first year of probationary service; at least six months, if the ision 
i~ reached by December 15 of the second year (or after nine months prior o 
eighteen months) of probationary service; at least one yea , if the d ision is 
reached after eighteen months of probationary service or if the faculty m r 
has tenure. This provision for terminal notice or salary need not apply in the 
~vent that there has been a finding that the conduct which justifi d dismiss 1 
invo~ved moral turpitude. On the recommendation o~ the fac~7Y hearing 
corrunittee or the president, t he Board of Regents, in.determining wha , if Y, 
payments will be made beyond the effective date of dismissal , may take into 
account the length and quality of service of the faculty member . 
FACULTY COMMI'ITEE SECTION FOR HANDBOOI< 
15 April 1986 
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INrRODlJCrION. In an organization as corrplex and diverse as t he 
university, much of the detailed work of the faculty and the Faculty Senate 
rrust be carried out by comm;i.ttees. Most committee IreITbers are not senators 
but are drawn from the faculty at large. The faculty committee structure 
consists of three special committees, the standing committees, and ad hoc 
committees. 
Special Comnittees 
The three special committees are the Academic Freedom and Tenure 
Committee (AF&T), the Committee on Governance, and the Senate Cperations 
Committee. The first two are established by the faculty Constitution and 
are independent of the Senate. Their rnerrbers are elected at large . (See 
the Faculty Constitution, Art. 1, Sec. Sc, and section 21 of the Poli cy on 
Academic Freedom and Tenure . ) The Operations Corrrrnittee includes the Senate 
president, the vice-president, and three other rnerrbers, all of whom are 
elected in the first rneeting of a newly enpaneled Senate in May . (See the 
Senate bylaws.) The Operations corrrrnittee serves as an executive group f or 
the Senate by referring matters to corrrrnittees, setting agendas, and rneeting 
regularly with the university president and the vice president fo r academic 
affairs. All three special corrrrnittees maintain liaison t hrough t he 
university secretary's office. 
Sl'ANDING COMMITTEES 
The standing committees of the senate fall int o three categories : 
regular, advisory, and faculty-student. 
Regular standing corranittees are t hose t hat deal prirraril y with 
matters that are the direct responsibility of t he facul ty, such as academic 
programs, policy, and faculty welfare. (See Art. 1, Sec. 2 of the Faculty 
Constitution.) These committees report to the Senate, which nust approve 
all major actions except those specifically delegated to the committees . 
Although faculty committees' primary responsibility is 
decision-mak ing, additional functions are to educate rnerrbers regarding the 
operation of the university and its corrponent units and to bring faculty 
from different units into closer contact . 
Advisory standing committees are those that deal primarily with 
matters that are the responsibility of the university administration. They 
serve as consultative bodies to the Senate, administrative officers, or 
other units. Their actions are subject to Senate approval only in cases 
where decisions have direct irrpact on academic policy or faculty welfare . 
They rna.y, however, request full Senate endorseITent of their recomrrendations 
to the administration when appropriate . 
Faculty-student standing committees are those dealing prirnarily with 
student affairs . Their actions are subject to Senate approval only in 
cases where decisions have direct irrpact on academic policy or faculty 
welfare. The functions and corrposition of faculty-student standing 
corrnnittees rna.y not be changed without the concurrence of the ASUNM or the 
GSA, whichever is appropriate, although either the faculty or student 
group(s) rna.y unilaterally withdraw from any of these committees. 
Liaison with the Senate for all standing committees is through the 
C{)erations CoITaT1ittee and the university secretary's office. 
Ad hoc committees 
Ad hoc committees are established for administrative reviews of 
senior officers and for other purposes, as deemed necessary by the Senate. 
These coITaTlittees deal with specific issues on a one-time basis, bringing 
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t heir recommendations to the Senate or t he administration for approval , as 
appropriate. Ad hoc cormnittees are aut omatically disbanded upon corrpletion 
of their specific t asks. Merrbership may include faculty , administrators , 
students, staff , alumni, and persons from outside the university . 
Merrbership 
Participat i on i n cormnittee work i s a right and a duty of the 
faculty. Only voting rnerrbers of the faculty (excluding ex officio) not 
holding the office of dean, academic di rector , or above rnay serve as Senate 
corrnnittee rnerrbers. El igibl e faculty are given an opportunity each spring 
to volunteer fo r service on standing corrunitt ees . The ~rations Cormnittee 
nominates faculty for appointrnent to the corrunittees by the Senate . 
Appointrnents t o standing corrunittees will be for periods of two years unless 
otherwise specified below. Terms will be staggered, so that about half a 
corranittee's rnerrbership is renewed each year . Those persons appointed are 
expected to take an acti ve part in their corrunittee's work , and unexcused 
absence from t wo or more rreetings constitutes grounds for removal . 
Replacernents fo r removal or ·resignation will be nominated by the ~rations 
Corranittee and approved by t he Senate for the unexpired term. Corrunittee 
service is usual ly limited to one te rm and one corrunittee and in no case 
shall exceed t wo consecutive t erns or two corrunittees . 
Unless otherwise specified, undergraduate, graduate , and alurrni 
corranittee merrber s are appointed by the ASUNM, the GSA, and the Alumni 
Association, respectively. The serve for one year renewable terrrs . 
In t he cormnittee descriptions below, Jt¥=rrbership designation by 
col leges can also i nclude representatives of divisions, schools, the 
General Library , and branches. 
Corranittee chairs are elected annually in the first fall meeting . 
3? 
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chair usually serves for one year and in no case for rrore than two 
consecutive years . Chairs vote only to break ties. 
Merrbers of ad hoc corrrrnittees establish their own procedures unless 
otherwise instructed by t he Senate . 
Various administrators and their representatives serve on regular 
standing conunittees as ex officio rnerrbers . They do not have a vote nor are 
they eligible to chair regular corrrrnittees . Advisory and faculty-student 
comnittees ITay establish thei r own procedures regarding voting rights and 
selection of chairs. 
Conunittees meet as frequently as necessary to conduct their business 
and at regular times convenient for the merrbers . When two or rrore 
comnittees rrust act on a given natter, t hey should do so sirrultaneously in 
order to save time . Corrrnittee chairs should contact one another to 
facilitate each other's work ~d to share inforrration and rray form joint 
subcormnittees for special or continuing tasks . Internal operating rules 
and procedures s hould be submitted to the university secretary's office . 
The chair and/or other available merrbers will execute the committee's 
duties during the surrnrer . written minutes or surnrraries should be kept by a 
secretary, with copies provided to the Operations Committee and the 
University secretary. Each corrunittee wi ll prepare a brief annual report 
summarizing its activities for the previous year, for submission to t he 
Senate on or before the last meeting of the academic year . 
Relations with Colleoe Committees 
Many Senate corrrnittees work closely with counterparts in the 
Colleges, divisions, and school s. For exarrple, curricular changes rrust 
first be approved by the college curriculum committees before consideration 
by the Graduate and a.irricula and Undergraduate Cornrnittees . Senate 
co · college counterparts regarding policies Irmittees often consult with their 
a .l·s close, as in the case of the an decisions. Where collaboration 
G committees, the chairs rray 
raduate Corrunittee and the college graduate 
develop guidelines for colleges to follow. 
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REGULAR Ca1MITI'EES 
THE ATHLE'TIC COUNCIL forrrulates and maintains general policies 
pertaining to intercollegiate athletics, including but not limited to the 
following areas: rredical care, academic counseling, scheduling of athletic 
events, and athletic letters and awards. In formulating policy, the Council 
shall maintain a position in favor of high scholastic standards and 
IPaintain the concept of the intercollegiate athlete as an affi3teur 
corrpetitor, a bona fide student pursuing a degree program. (See also p . 
G-8 for "Staterrent of Responsibilities." ) 
The Athletic Council has the following specific duties : 1 . to 
transmit to the Faculty Senate a report to include infonre.tion on awards, 
grants-in-aid, errployment given to athletes (based on information compiled 
by the Student Affairs Division) , the athletic budget, and other matters 
worthy of attention; 2 . to review annually all schedules for conformity to 
the Athletic Council policy on the scheduling of athletic events; 3 . to 
approve all recorranendations for letter and other non- pecuniary awards for 
intercollegiate athletic corrpetition; 4. to advise the administration 
regarding the appointn-ent or dismissal of an athletic director or a .coach; 
S. to review t he preparation of all athletic budgets; 6 . to review 
anrmally the of the council and the "UNM Athletic Council general policies 
Staterrent ~f Responsibility, 11 7 . to review the "staff evaluation" speci-
fied in paragraph 6 of the "UNrvl Athletic Council Statement of Responsi-
bility" and IT'ake a recorrnnendation to the Administrator concerning 
continued errployment of each coach, and 8 . to perform the duties 
the 
specif ically defined in the Athletic Policies and Procedure Manual . 
Caxposition: six faculty from at least four colleges, the majority 
tenured .- 1 Faculty serve three year staggered terms with 
· inc uding the chair. 
a Tl"\"'" . 
"~inum of two terms . t hree Undero..,raduates , one graduate In addition, 
student appointed by the GSA, and one alumnus/ae . Ex officio: the 
director of athletics, the director of women's athletics, a merrber of the 
University Calendar Corrnnittee, and the university ' s representative to the 
'/£) Nat· iona1 Colleaiate 
.., 
3C3 
THE C01MUNITY EDUCATION Cet-1MITI'EE oversees most off-campus 
university-sfX)nsored educational activities . These include the branch 
carrpuses, Continuing Education, courses delivered off-carrpus by electronic 
means, and prograrrs undertaken jointly with non-baccalaureat~sranting 
institutions in the state. (The Graduate Committee, however, has 
jurisdiction over off-canpus graduate programs.) The committee shall 
review general p:)licies regarding faculty status and governance at the 
branches. It will atterrpt to maintain the highest quality off-campus 
instruction possible and to balance the university's commitn-ent to academic 
excellence with its resfX)nsibility to rrake education reore accessible to 
persons unable to study on the main campus . The committee or its 
representatives will assist the administration in the selection of 
officials resfX)nsible for off- carrpus programs, such as the vice president 
for corrllTI.lnity and international prograrrs, the dean of continuing education 
and the coordinator of academic programs. 
Calposition: ten faculty, including one from a branch, with no more 
than two from the same college. Ex officio: the vice president for 
COITDTIJnity and international programs, the dean of continuing education, the 
coordinator of academic prograrrs, the dean of library services, the dean of 
admissions and records, and the branch directors. 
THE Ca.1:FtJI'ER USE ca1MI'ITEE works closely with and advises the 
associate vice president for corrputer services and inforrration systems . 
The · needs of the university for all forns of corrnn1ttee studies future 
conputer services; reviews and approves recomrrendations on matters of 
PGlicy on c~nputer use; and acts as an appeals body for resolving conflicts 
Which arise from conputer use and policies. 
L/ I 
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carposition: twelve faculty, including t hree from Arts and Sciences 
(humanities and ~he natural and sociai sciences) , and one each from the 
colleges of Education, Medicine, Engineering, t he Anderson Schools of 
Management, and the General Library . One rnerrber will serve siITUltaneously 
on the Research Policy Corrrnittee . Merrbers serve three year staggered tenrs 
and rray serve a ma.xirrum of two consecutive terms . A non- voting graduate 
student and undergraduate al so serve . Ex officio: the vice president for 
corrputer services and information systerrs and four rnerrbers of the central 
administration , appointed by t he president . . 
THE CURRICULA AND UNDERGRADUATE CCMMITTEE, in cooperation with the 
Graduate Corrnnittee , maintains and enhances the quality of education at the 
university by (1) reviewing and approving minor course changes and 
credit/ no credit grading options (Form A), new courses including new course 
credit/no credit grading options (Form B) , and rrajor and minor program 
changes (Form C) [the latter including the creation of, changes in, or 
termination of degrees , programs, majors, minors, and names]; ' (2) reviewing 
and recomrrending curricular offerings, policies, and regulations; (3) 
participating in periodic reviews of instructional units and programs; (4) 
hearing and negotiating curricular disputes ; and (5) interviewing and 
recomrrending prospective instructors for the Reserve Officer Training Corps 
Programs . 
Conposition: sixteen faculty, including three from Arts and Sciences 
(natural and social sciences and hurranities) and one each from Education, 
the General Library, the General College, Engineering, Management, Public 
Administration, Nursing , Fine Arts, Dental Programs, Architecture and 
Plann · b h lli"Vte Two undergraduates 1ng, Medicine, Pharmacy, and a ranc co CC'j • 
also serve . Ex officio: the registrar and the assistant dean for 
collection developrrent . 
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THE GRADUATE Ca1MI'ITEE, in consultation wi th its counterparts in the 
colleges, schools, and divisions, i s responsibl e for maintaining and 
enhancing the quality of graduate education on and off- carrpus . It nust 
approve all rrajor changes in graduate programs (Form C applications), 
including new degrees, name changes, new programs , new majors and minors , 
curriculum revisions, and suspensions and abolitions of degrees and 
prograrrs . (ivhen the Form C also covers an undergraduate program, it will 
be sent sirrultaneously to the curricula and Undergraduate Corrrrnittee. ) In 
addition, the committee conducts periodic reviews of graduate instructional 
units and programs, ITDnitors and recornnends policy for graduate activities 
throughout the university (in conjunction with the Office of Graduate 
Studies), w.akes recomrrendations for awarding post- baccalaureate degrees, 
and assists college, school, and division graduate corrrrnittees in carrying 
out their work . Finally, the corrrrnittee nominates persons for honorary 
degrees , through its Honorary Degree Subcommittee . 
Each February the Honorary Degree Subcorrrrnittee solicits nominations 
for the next year from the university cormunity and any other source it 
deems proper, putting errphasis on persons whose contributions have been to 
UNM, New Mexico, or the Southwest . The entire procedure is kept confiden-
tial . The subcommittee rray nominate up to three persons each year to the 
Graduate Committee, usually by its October rreeting. Those nominations 
apProved by the Graduate Committee are then submitted to the Faculty 
Senate , usually in the Decerrber meeting . 
43 · 
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Senate Graduate Conmittee Conix>sition: thirteen faculty, selected as 
delegates by the graduate co~ttees of the following colleges and units: 
one each from Architecture and Planning, Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, 
Management, Medicine, Nursing, Pharnacy, Public Administration, and the 
General Libraries; and three from Arts and Sciences (natural and social 
sciences and humanities) . One graduate student. Ex officio: the dean and 
associate deans of the office of graduate studies and the directors of the 
Centers for Graduate Studies at Los Alamos and Santa Fe . 
Bonary Degree SUbcorrmittee conposition: eight voting merrbers, 
including two merrbers appointed .by the graduate-eernrnitt:ee , two merrbers 
appointed by the Senate; t wo merrbers appoi~t~d at large by the president of 
the Board of Regent, the university president, and the president of the 
GSA. Ex officio: the university secretary and the president of the Board 
of Regents. 
THE RESEARCH ALLCCATIONS COMMITTEE supervises and allocates the 
db the vice president for Faculty Research Fund , which is administere · Y 
. t ·ae11·nes deterrrunes eligibility, processes research. The coITn1Uttee se s gu1 , 
faculty requests, and monitors corrpliance with the guidelines . The 
the medical school or branch colleges . corrrrnittee does not fund research at 
Cdiposition: l·ncludin.g four from Arts and Sciences, twelve faculty, 
and Engineering , and two from other two each from Education , Fine Arts, 
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colleges . Ex officio: the vice president for research and a 
representative of the Research Policy CorraT\l-ttee . The chair rrust nake 
provision for processing grant applications submitted in the surnrrer . 
ADDENDA 
THE RESEARCH POLICY CCMMI'ITEE encourages and supports research and 
its funding in all university units . The corrnnittee and the vice president 
for research cooperate to achieve that goal, by serving as advocates of 
research and by providing liaison between the administration and 
researchers. The corrmittee's responsibilities include, but are not limited 
to initiating, fornulating, and recorrrrrending policies regarding sponsored 
and unsponsored research; recorrrrrending policy regarding the distribution of 
overhead, institutional grants , and other rronies accruing to the university 
from all sources of research support; rraking recorrrrrendations on the 
research and public service budget prior to and during its final 
development; fornulating policy regarding the establishrrent, major 
rrodification, or termination of research centers, bureaus, institutes, or 
other related organizations; evaluating, fonrulating, and recorrrrrending 
policy concerning research support services provided by corrputer 
facilities, libraries, contract and grant accounting, research 
administration and other support organizations; rreking recorrrrrendations to 
the president regarding the appointrrent of the vice president for research; 
informing the Senate and the Faculty on matters of contract and grant 
research, patent and copyright policy (through its Patent Policy 
Subcormnittee); and meeting with the Council of Deans at least once a year 
in order to discuss research issues. 
Conposition: fifteen faculty who aLe active researchers, including 
three from Arts and Sciences (natural sciences, social sciences , and 
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humanities), two from Engineering, two from Education, two from the Medical 
Center , one from Fine Arts·, and five from other colleoes . Merrbers serve 
J 
three-year, staggered terms. Ex officio: a graduate student, the vice 
president for research, the vice president for business and finance, 
assistant deans from Engineering and Education, the director of the 
Institute for Applied Research Services, the director of the New Mexico 
Engineering Research Institute, the director of accounting services, the 
dean of library services, and a representative of the Research Allocations 
Committee. 
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FACULTY, STUDENT, ADMINISTRATIVE AND EX OFFICIO 
MEMBERS ON STANDING COMMITTEES 1986-1987 
ADMISSIONS & REGISTRATION 
William Baurecht (Gen Hnrs) 
Virginia Blalock (Spec Educ) 
Mary Jo Campbell (HPER) 
Susan Deese (Gen Libr) 
Mary Ann Hales (Nursing) 
Rhonda Hill (Electronic Tech) 
Joseph G. R. Martinez (Valencia) 
Edward Reyes (Pharmacy) 
Donea Shane (Nursing) 
Henry Shapiro (Comp Science) 
Harold Southward (E&CE) 
Charlie Steen (History) 
Joseph Zavadil (English) 
ATHLETIC COUNCIL 
Gloria Birkholz (Nursing) 
David Darling (CIMTE) 
Philip Garry (Pathology) 
Eloy Gonzales (Spec Ed) 
Al Utton (Law) 
Beulah Woodfin (Biology) 
BUDGET REVIEW 
Edwin Caplan (Management) 
Deane Critchley (Nursing) 
Linda Estes (HPER) 
Douglas Ferraro (Psychology) 
Michael Frazier (Math & Stats) 
Hugh Kabat (Pharmacy) 
Charles Key (Pathology) 
Kathleen Krone (Speech Comm . ) 
Michael Norwood (Law) 
Bruce Perlman (Publ Admin) 
Michael Rodriguez (E&CE) 
Orville Rothrock (Art & Art History ) 
William Siembieda (Arch & Plng) 
.£.AMPUS PLANNING 
Lee Gordon Connor (Th Arts) 
Chiyoko Furukawa (Nursing) 
Mary Ellen Hanson (Gen Libr) 
Mark Hauswald (Medicine) 
Paul Lusk (Arch & Plng) 
Karen Remmer (Pol Sci) 
Glenn Sears (Civil Engr) 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1989 
1987 
1989 
1987 
1987 
1989 
1988 
1989 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1989 
1988 
1987 
1989 
1989 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
May 5, 1986 
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COMMUNITY EDUCATION 
James Bothmer (Med Libr) 
Nancy Carleton (HPER) 
Altha Crouch (Valencia) 
Ben Cummins (Psychiatry) 
Christina Fuentes (Art & Art History ) 
Roger Kroth (Spec Educ) 
Shiame Okunor (Educ Fndns) 
Linda Riensche (Comm Dis) 
Sandra Spurlock (Gen Libr) 
Keith Wells (Gen'l Coll) 
COMPUTER USE 
Edward Angel (Comp Sci) 
Martin Bradshaw (E&CE) 
Harry Broussard (Gen Libr) 
Stephen Burd (Management) 
Andrew Burgess (Philosophy) 
Richard Coughlin (Sociology) 
Richard Harris (Psychology) 
Walter Kyner (Math & Stats) 
Wayne Lazorik (Art & Art Hist) 
Catherine Pasterczyk (Gen Libr) 
Stuart Pett (Surgery) 
Fred Taylor (Biology) 
Glenn Van Etten (Spec Educ) 
CURRICULA* 
Darrell Anderson (Couns Educ) 
Janet Belew (Psychology) 
Flora Clancy (Art & Art Hist) 
Ronald Devries (E&CE) 
Larry George (Pol Science) 
William Johnson (Biology) 
Natasha Kolchevska (M&CL) 
Stuart Mennin (Anatomy) 
Clara Miera (Dental Programs) 
David Null (Genl Libr) 
Robert Rusnak (Emerg Med) 
Sandra Schwanberg (Nursing) 
Jerome Shea (Gen'l Coll) 
Susan Tiano (Sociology) 
John Yeakel (Management) 
One faculty vacancy (branch) 
One faculty vacancy (Publ. Admin.) 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1987 
current 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1988 
not on 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
not on 
*new title: Undergraduate Committee curricula and 
1986-87 Committees 
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new 
1989 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1989 
1988 
1989 
1989 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1987 
not on 
not on 
not on 
not on 
not on 
1988 
1987 
not on 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
not on 
not on 
1987 
1988 
1988 
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FACULTY ETHICS & ADVISORY 
Jeanette Cochran (Nursing) 
Kurt Fiedler (Neurology) 
Gregory Starr (Speech Comm) 
Leonard Stitelman (Pub! Admin) 
Dorothy Trester (Gen! Libr) 
Howard Tuttle (Philosophy) 
Albert v. Vogel (Psychiatry) 
FACULTY-STAFF BENEFITS/WELFARE 
Ilse Gay (Professional Staff) 
Wayne Grannemann (E&CE) 
Abraham Hillman (Math & Stats) 
Robert Holzapfel (M&CL) 
Linda Lewis (Gen Libr) 
Paul Nathanson (Law) 
Allen Parkman (Management) 
Heather Rex (Professional Staff) 
Ona Savage (Clerical Staff) 
Janice Schuetz (Speech Comm) 
Jackie Solomon (Nursing) 
GENERAL HONORS COUNCIL 
Douglas George (Art & Art History) 
Erlinda Gonzales- Berry (M&CL) 
George Hirschfield (CIMTE) 
David Johnson (English) 
Daniel Petersen (E&CE) 
James Porter (Management) 
LIBRARY 
Dhammika Amaratunga (Math & Stats) 
Martin Bradshaw (E&CE) 
Pham Chung (Economics) 
Charles Current (Gallup) 
Richard Ellis (History) 
Gordon Hodge (Psychology) 
John Landis (Music) 
Zelda Maggart (CIMTE) 
Ivan Melada (English) 
Barbara Rickert (Nursing) 
Michael Rodriguez (E&CE) 
Janice Schuetz (Speech Comm) 
Edward Shirkey (Comm Dis) 
Mel Yazawa (History) 
1986-87 Committees 
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current new 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
not on 
1987 
1989 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1987 
1989 
1989 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1989 
1987 
1987 
1989 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1989 
1987 
1989 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
Richard Allen (Math & Stats) 
Edward Benson (M&CL) 
Martin Bradshaw (E&CE) 
Gerald Cunico (TOE) 
Jose Garcia (Radiology) 
Archie Gibson (Hath & Stats) 
Mark Hauswald (FC&EM) 
Theodore Jojola (Arch & Plng) 
Kay Jones (Gen Libr) 
Kenneth Jungling (E&CE) 
Lorraine Lester (Law Libr) 
Helen Muller ( anagement) 
James Porter (Management) 
Jerry Williams (Geography) 
RESEARCH ALLOCATIONS 
Michael Buchner ( ath & Stats) 
D. Clark Edwards (Journalism) 
Dick Gerdes (M&CL) 
Clayton Karkosh (Th Arts) 
Paul Kerkof (Biology) 
Christine Marvin (Spec Educ) 
Carl Paak (Art & Art History ) 
Noel Pugach (History) 
Robert Rogers (Management) 
Stephen Rose (Cell Biology) 
Douglas Smith (Ch & NE) 
Richard Van Dongen (CIMTE ) 
Frank Williams (Ch & NE) 
RESEARCH POLICY 
Harjit Ahluwalia (Phys & Astr ) 
David Bear (Cell Biology) 
Eulalie Brown (Gen Libr) 
Larry Doss (Radiology) 
D. Clark Edwards (Journalism ) 
William Gross (Mech Engr ) 
H. William Kelly (Pharmacy ) 
Norma Milanovich (TOE) 
Gwendolyn Nagle (Th Arts) 
Marek Osinski (E&CE) 
Paul Resta (Ed Fdns) 
H. Laurence Ross (Sociology ) 
Linda Saland (Anatomy) 
Toby Simon (Pathology) 
Sidney Solomon (Physiology ) 
Eric Toolson (Biology) 
Ed Walters (Chemistry) 
One faculty vacancy (Rep f rom 
Computer Use Committee ) 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
not on 
1988 
not on 
1988 
1988 
1987 
not on 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
not on 
1987 
1988 
not on 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1987 
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1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1988 
not on 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1987 
not on 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1988 
1987 
not on 
1987 
1988 
not on 
SCHOLARSHIPS, PRIZES AND LOANS 
William Baurecht (Gen Hon) 
Dolores Butt (Comm Dis) 
Nancy Carleton (HPER) 
Robert L. Erickson (AFROTC) 
Jeffrey Griffith (Cell Biology) 
Gwendolyn Nagle (Th Arts) 
Harold Southward (E&CE) 
Richard Tonigan (Ed Admin) 
Carlene Van Etten (Spec Educ) 
Scott Wilkinson (Music) 
STUDENT STANDARDS AND GRIEVANCES 
Edward Bedrick (Math & Stats) 
Earl Bourne (Biology) 
Roy Caton (Chemistry) 
Rosa Fernandez (M&CL) 
John Gluck (Psychology) 
Paul Helman (Comp Sci) 
Patricia Higgins (Nursing) 
James Jacob (Art & Art History) 
William w. Johnson (Biology) 
Linda Sue King (HPER) 
Donald Lee (Philosophy) 
Janet Oliver (Pathology) 
Henry Pepe (Spec Educ) 
Linda Riensche (Comm Dis) 
Howard Rodee (Art & Art Hist) 
Wesley Selby (Music) 
Charles Taylor (TOE) 
Diane Viens (Nursing) 
UNDERGRADUATE 
Anita Alvarado (Anthropology) 
Edith Cherry (Arch & Plng) 
Jeannette Cochran (Nursing) 
Helen Damico (English) 
Joyce Emert (Gen'l Coll) 
Rhonda Hill (Electronic Tech) 
Hugh Kabat (Pharmacy) 
Suleiman Kassicieh (Management) 
Davia Kauffman (Ch & NE) 
Ellen McCullough (Music) 
Ellen Murray (Speech Comm) 
Pamela Olson (Fam studies) 
Wendy Sandoval (Fam studies) 
1986-87 Committees 
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1988 
1988 (on leave Sem II) 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
3 . 
1987 (on leave Sem I, but 
will be "on campus") 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
current new* 
1988 1988 
1987 1987 
1988 not on 
1988 not on 
1987 1987 
1987 not on 
1987 1987 
1988 not on 
1988 1988 
1987 1987 
1988 not on 
1987 not on 
1987 1987 
*new title: d 
te committee 
curricula and Undergra ua 
c; 1 
UNDERGRADUATE (cont'd) 
Virginia Seiser (Gen Libr) 
Rodman Snead (Geography) 
One faculty vacancy (branch college) 
UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Thomas Barrow (Art & Art History) 
Flora Clancy (Art & Art History) 
Richard Ellis (History) 
Richard Etulain (History) 
Sam Girgus (Amer Stds) 
William c. Martin (Biology) 
Gilbert Merkx (Sociology) 
Gerald Nash (History) 
Louis Owens (English) 
Fred Ragsdale (Law) 
Jeremy Sabloff (Anthropology) 
Connie Thorson (Gen Libr) 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1989 
1988 
1989 
1986-87 Committees 
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FACULTY-STUDENT COMMITTEES: 
CULTURAL PROGRAM 
Nancy Pistorius (Gen Libr) 
Samuel Roll (Psychology) 
Joseph Suina (CIMTE) 
*new title: Speakers and Programs Committee 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
Howard Bryant (Phys & Astr) 
Mary Harris (Ed Fdns) 
NEW MEXICO UNION BOARD 
Elmer Scholer (HPER) 
James B. Wright (Genl Libr) 
SPEAKERS* 
Joseph Bilello (Arch & Plng) 
Clifford Dahm (Biology) 
Nancy Pistorius (Gen Libr) 
Samuel Roll (Psychology) 
Chris Shultis (Music) 
Joseph Suina (CIMTE) 
*new title: Speakers and Programs Committee 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS BOARD 
Fred Bales (Journalism) 
Warren Smith (M&CL) 
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current new* 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
not on 
not on 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
not on 
1988 
not on 
not on 
1987 
not on 
1987 
1988 
April 22 , 1986 
To : The UNM Faculty Senate 
~ C e, t..a,:._ 
From : The Community Education Committee 
The rationale for the change in mission of TVI was to provide an 
meet unmet needs in the community at the associate degree level. 
purpose of this document is to demonstrate how, in fact, this is 
is occurring at the present time on the part of TVI . 
avenue t o 
The 
not what 
31.7 
The Community Education Committee would like to relay to the Faculty Senate 
its concern regarding certain matters relative to the changing mission of 
TVI and its relationship with UN~. ou'r understanding has been that all 
programmatic matters regarding the mission would be openly and ful l y 
discussed by the Greater Albuquer que Education Alliance and the UNM-TVI 
transition team prior to any decisions. Further, President Saavedra 
ha s publicly stated on several occasions that duplication with UNM programs 
would be-·avoided. One example of such assurance may be found in t he March 10 , 
1986, Minutes of the Greater Albuquerque Education Alliance, item 4 , COE 
Meeting: "President Saavedra commented that as TVI assumes its ro l e as a I 
community college, it will not pursue programs currently in place at UNM 
except for the ADN- program." 
It is becoming very apparent based upon written information and public 
pronouncements that all rhetoric related to inter-institutional cooperation 
is being ignored by TVI. It now seems obvious that TVI intends to aggressively 
compete with UNM through the process of overlapping and duplication of activi-
ties currently in place at UNM. 
Areas to be affected are these : 
I . Undergraduate General Education Courses at the Freshman and Sophomor e Level 
On March 11 1986 at the UNM- TVI transition team meeting, TVI 
announced that th~y would offer General Education courses beginning 
in the Fall . These courses would support the four associate degree 
programs which TVI would begin in the Fall of 1986 . Courses in math , 
English, the social sciences, laboratory sciences, and the h~manit ies 
would be necessary . This in and of itself, will affec t UNM s enr oll-
ment. It is most likely ~hat due to TVI's projected lower t uit ion 
rate (-$15-$16/SCH) other students may take gepera: educ~tion c~ur: es 
at TVI as early as the Fall of 1986. The impact is obvious; within 
a relatively short period of t_i me millions of dollars would be lost 
by UNM. UNM may argue that there are no unmet needs in Gener al Education 
areas. 
II . Existing AA & AS Programs 
Currently, UNM administers an AA in Business Technology through 
the General College . This two year degree has a high enrollment 
in its accounting concentration . UNM can argue that there 's no 
unmet need in this area ; nevertheless, an article appearing in the 
Albuquerque Journal recently states that TVI will l aunch a new AA 
in Accounting . 
III . Many Aspects of UNM Continuing Educat ion 
UNM Continuing Education provides continuing educa t ion services 
to over 30 ,000 adults in the community annually . Can one logically 
say that unmet needs exist in this area? TVI in it s Gover ning Board 
Resolution #10 of March 11, 1986, states: 
"Be it further resolved that delivery of educational services off-
campus or to part- time students in t he evening or weekends is 
consolidated in an operational unit identified herein as 'Continuing 
Education' to be part of the administrative unit under the direction 
of the Executive Vice President. " 
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The impact on UNM can be several mill ion dollars annually . This 
resolution also demons t rates that TVI is not holding true to its 
agreement of not over lapping or duplicating services and courses. 
Continuing Education operates on a self-sustaining budget. Therefor e , 
when TVI offers classes , activities, workshops, etc., the charges/ 
tuition, etc . are far lower than Continuing Education's . 
I n closing, this committee, speaking for many concerned faculty and admin-
istrators, strongly urges that the Faculty Senate convey to the UNM admin-
i stration a demand for TVI to undertake serious, straight forward , cooperative 
negotiations or UNM will consider all agreements with TVI null and void . 
, 
05/09/86 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
ALVARE,ADRIANNE MARGARET 
ANDERSON,ALISON MA~~ERITE 
ANTHONY,PRISCILLA ANN FICKLIN 
ANZ,BRETT ALLEN 
ARAGON,DANIEL PATRICK 
ARAGON,LARA RAE 
ARMIJO,JOHN LUIS 
AR~I JO,PHILLIP D. 
ARMSTRONG,SANDRA K. 
AROSEMENA,MICHELLE BEATRIZ BENNETT 
ASPIN,JANA LEE 
BACA, MARTIN P. 
BACA,MONICA DESAIX 
ARKER,GREGORY WAYNE 
BARNARD,GARY BOB 
BAUGH,MATTHEW W 
BECKEL,AMANDA S. 
BEDNORZ,GARY K. 
BELLES,JULIA ANN 
BERG,JOHN E. 
BERGER,HOWARD K. 
BERRY,RICHARD ARMANDO 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
' 
MAJOR 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
l 
J ENGLISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
JOURNALISM 
GEOGRAPHY 
ENGLISH 
ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
GEOGRAPHY 
HISTORY 
MINOR 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
MANAGEMENT 
PORTUGUESE 
ENGLISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SOCIOL'OGY 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PHILOSOPHY 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
ENGLISH 
HISTORY 
ANTHROPOLGY 
PHILOSOPHY 
MANAGEMENT 
HISTORY 
SPANISH 
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BISHOP,JOHN ALAN 
BLACK,KYLE N. 
BLACKWELL,BRETT KYLE 
BOTTOMLEY,JAMES ROBERJ; JR . 
. 
BOWSHER,KERRY JANICE~ 
BRADLEY,TRINA MICHELLE 
BRETT,JAMES WILLIAM 
BRISENO,ANTHONY 
BROWNING, MARION 
BUSHMAN,THOMAS MATTHEW 
BYERS,GORDON EVERETT 
BYNUM,AMY LYNN 
CANCHOLA,JOSH 
CASANO, CHRISTINE 
CASAUS,PHILLIP JAMES 
CASSIDY,MARGARET ANN 
CHAVEZ,TERRY A. 
CHOUINARD,MARK ALLEN 
CHRISTENSEN,MATTHEW DALE 
CIESCO,WENDY 
CLEAR,COLLEEN MICHELE 
CONARTY,MURRAY ROGERS 
COOK,NONA 
CORRIERE,JAMES VINCENT 
CORTEZ,LOYOLA S. 
i 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PSYCHOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HIST & POL SC 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
ENGLISH 
MANAGEMENT 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
GEOGRAPHY 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
HISTORY 
MATHEMATICS 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
HISTORY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY SOCIOLOGY 
JOURNALISM HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL WELFARE 
FRENCH GEOGRAPHY 
HISTORY POLITICAL SCIENCE 
FRENCH MATHEMATICS 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE SOCIAL WELFARE 
PSYCHOLOGY DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
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COSTELLO,KAREN MARIE 
COWAN,SCOTT JAY 
CRAMER,MELISSA ANN 
CRAWFORD,DAYNA GAY 
r 
CUNNINGHAM,KENNETH,.-tRIAN 
DAMBRINO,RODDY RAYMOND 
DANEK,LAURIE FRANCIS 
DARLING,LOUIS ANTHONY 
DAVIDSON,LEAH 
DAVIS,KIM LAVERNE 
I 
DAVIS,RACHAEL CATHERINE 
DAWES,RICHARD LEE 
DETTMER,KATHERINE ANN 
DEVILLIERS,DIANA ELIZABETH 
DEVORE,MARTIN LUTZ 
DOLLAN,JON ANDRE 
DONELSON,DAVID LYNN 
DRISCOLL,RICHARD JOHN 
DUDEK,GREGORY MATTHEW 
DUNN,JEFFREY JOHN 
DURAND,FRANK DENNIS 
ESQUIBEL-MEAD,KATHERANNE 
ESQUIVEL,MARTIN R. 
FARMER,CLAUDINE D. 
FECZKO,JOHN A. 
' t 
·~-
~ 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
POL SC & SPAN 
sodIOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ENGLISH 
ENGLISH 
SP COM & JOURN 
ENGLISH 
ECONOMICS 
CREATIVE WRITING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
RUSSIAN STUDIES 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
JOURNALISM 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM 
HISTORY 
MANAGEMENT 
HISTORY 
HISTORY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
THEATRE ARTS 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
LINGUISTICS 
SOCIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
MANAGEMENT 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SOCIOLOGY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
HISTORY 
ENGLISH 
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FITZGERALD,MICHAEL JAMES 
FLEISCHMAN,PAUL ARTHUR 
FORD,DOROTHY HELEN 
FRANZAK,JUDITH KATHRYN 
FREEBORN, TAMI SUE ~--t~ 
FUJITA,NOBUKO 
GALLEGOS,MIKE ELFIDE 
GARCIA,DANIEL 
GARCIA,KIRBY JOSEPH 
GARCIA,MIZEL ALFONSO 
I GARVER,WILLIAM SHERMAN,IV 
GARZA,LARRY JOSEPH 
GERLACH,CATHERINE MARIE 
GOLDEN,NANCY LEE 
GOLDEN,TAMARA DAYLE 
GONZALES,EMILE GONZAGA 
GONZALES,VICTOR LEOPOLD 
GRAY-HATCHELL,MARJORIE A. 
GREGORY,GWEN 
GRIGGS,DAVID MICHAEL 
GRIMES,NANETTE E. 
GROSS,RACHEL LOUISE 
GRUMMER,JUDITH CAROL 
GUTIERREZ,BERNICE ZAMORA 
HAMILTON,WILLIAM WARREN 
' l' 
. 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
RUSSIAN STUDIES 
ECCNOMICS 
HISTORY 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
HIST & SPAN 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HISTORY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
POL SC & ECON 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
GEOLOGY 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
ART 
SPANISH 
MANAGEMENT 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
ENGLISH 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM 
SOCIOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
GEOGRAPHY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
ART 
MANAGEMENT 
SPANISH 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
PAGE 4 
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HARDY,PATRICIA MARIE 
HAVEN,YVONNE MAE 
HAYNES,JEANNE MARIE 
HEARD,DENNIS DENSON t 
HEIN,EDWARD NEAL _.c, 
HELLMER,MARK EDWARD 
HERNANDEZ,JANET 
HILL,MICHAEL CLIFTON 
HILSON,NANCY LYNN 
HIRSHFIELD,DAVID WARREN 
Ho'LMLUND,BRIAN D. 
HUDSON,RICK A. 
HULL, RUSSELL E. 
HUNTER,LESTER LEE 
JACOBS,LEANDRA SUE 
JACOBS,MICHAEL JAMES 
JARAMILLO,NANCY MARIE 
JIMENEZ,JAMES CONRAD 
JOHNSON CREINIER),KAREN LOUISE 
JOHNSON,JEFFREY PETER 
JONES,ROBIN ADAIR 
JONES,RYAN KENT 
KAPITZ , PAUL ANTHONY 
KAPLAN,REBECCA SUE 
KELLER,MARK ANTHONY 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
GERMAN 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
JOURNALISM 
ECONOMICS 
ECONOMICS 
SPANISH 
ECONOMICS 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
CHEMISTRY 
ENGLISH 
ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
GEOGRAPHY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
RUSSIAN STUDIES 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ENGLISH 
SPANISH 
ECON & FRENCH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SOCIOLOGY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
ANTHROPOLGY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
RUSSIAN STUDIES 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
GEOLOGY 
PAGE 5 
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KENNEDY,SUSAN KELLY 
KIECKHEFER,DAVID LEWIS 
KIMMELMAN,LEWIS ADAM 
KING,JOHANNA M. 
I' 
KING, WILLIAM A., IU1; 
KINSMAN-ORONA,MARY E. 
KOEHNKE,STEVEN RICHARD 
KRAEMER,THERESA JEAN 
KRANER,JIM COLE 
KYLAMARKULA,MATTI SAKARI 
I LEIS,JANET LOUISE 
LOCICERO,ANN MARIE 
LONG,SHEILA MCKAY 
LOPEZ-APODACA,JOELLA MAE 
LOVATO,RICKY GILBERT 
LUJAN,RICHARD MARTIN 
LYLE,PAUL ANTHONY 
MACDONALD,ERIN ELISE 
MACIEL,CARLOS REYNALDO 
MADDEN,THOMAS FRANCIS 
MADDOX,LEIGH ANN 
MAES,PATRICK RAPHAEL 
MAES,YVETTE KATRINA 
MAIER,STEVEN ERIC 
MALLEY,SHARON LYNN 
z:.. 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ANTH & ECON 
JOURN & ECON 
ENGLISH 
ECONOMICS 
HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
ECONOMICS 
ENGLISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
CHEMISTRY 
ENGLISH 
ECONOMICS 
JOURNALISM 
ECON & SPAN 
MANAGEMENT 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM 
PHILOSOPHY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
BIOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
SOCIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HISTORY ENGLISH 
GEOGRAPHY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
soc & PSYCH 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
PAGE 6 
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MANDELL,LAURA CAMILLA 
MANSON,DOLLY 
MARTIN,GAYE LYNN 
MARTINEZ,ANGELICA 
MAZZELLA,MICHAEL 
t 
MCELVENY,CEELA 
MCFALL,NORMAN AUSTIN,!! 
MCKEE,MARY KIM 
MCNARY,CLIFFORD RAYNOLDS 
MELTON,DAVID SCOTT 
MiRABAL,FELIPE ROMUALDO 
MONTOYA,GARY ANDREW 
MOORE,SUSAN KAY 
MORGAN,THERESA L. 
MUELLER,WENDY LEIGH 
MULAC,JEFFREY ALLEN 
NAGEL,JOLIE 
NASEYOWMA,ELIZABETH JOYCE 
NEARY,BEN 
NECHERO,JAMES STEVEN 
NEWFIELD,ANTHONY STEPHEN 
ORTEGA,LUCINDA CATARINA 
PARKES,MATTHEW WILLIAM 
PARRISH,DUANE E. 
PATHMADEVAN,ANITA RATHY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
ENGL & FRENCH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
CRM-JU & SOC 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ENGLISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
SOCIOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
HIST & SPAN 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGL & SP COM 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
HISTORY 
GEOGRAPHY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
ECONOMICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SOCIOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MANAGEMENT 
JOURNALISM 
SOCIOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
ENGLISH 
MANAGEMENT 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
HISTORY 
ENGLISH 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
JOURNALISM 
MATHEMATICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
SPANISH 
PAGE 7 
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PATHMADEVAN,SONIA GEETHA 
PATTERSON,MARGARET A. 
PAUL,KEVIN CARTER 
PECK,VERE R,JR 
t 
PEDERSEN,PAUL DOUGLAS 
PERKINS,MICHAEL DALE 
PERRY,ROBERT JOSEPH 
PICAZO,MARIO 
PICKETT,LAWRENCE DOUGLAS 
PINO,JOSEPHINE DIANE MARIE 
POlGLAZE,CATHY MARIE 
POLLACK,H. WILLIAM,III 
POPE,MONTY RAY 
PRIMOZIC,VIRGINIA HELEN K. 
QUINTO,BONAVITA BRENDA 
RAAB,LYN DIANE 
RABORN,JAY ARTHUR 
RICHARD,JOY CATHERINE 
RICHMAN,DALE ANDREW 
ROBERTS,GARY PHILIP 
RODRIGUEZ,DAVID M. 
RODRIGUEZ,GRACIELA 
ROMERO,RONALD T. 
ROTZOLL,BARBARA MARIE 
RUEDA,KIRSTEN ELISE 
·' 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
JOURNALISM 
~ 
sociOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
HISTORY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
GEOGRAPHY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PHILOSOPHY 
COM DS & SPAN 
JOURN & POL SC 
JOURNALISM 
ENGLISH . 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
GEOGRAPHY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCH & SPAN 
ECONOMICS 
GERMAN 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
COMPUTING & INFOR SCI 
PHILOSOPHY 
JOURNALISM 
MANAGEMENT 
SPANISH 
ECONOMICS 
MATHEMATICS 
ECONOMICS 
ENGLISH 
ENGLISH 
MANAGEMENT 
FRENCH 
HISTORY 
ART 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
HISTORY 
SPANISH 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
PHILOSOPHY 
PAGE 8 
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RUSK,GREGORY MARSHALL 
SADLER,MICHAEL ANDREW 
SALGADO,RICHARD PAUL 
SANCHEZ,DOLORES CARMElt 
r 
SANDERS,DANIEL LAn'-" 
SANDOVAL,HENRIETTA BRIGITTE 
SANDOVAL,JEAN M. 
SANTIAGO,MAGDALENA 
SANTIAGO,MARIA LOUISA 
SAUTER,STEPHEN HERBERT 
sAWICKI,TIMOTHY LEE 
SCENTERS,DELINDA DEE 
SCHAFFER,RONALD W. 
SCHAUB,FRANCIS JOSEPH 
SCHEIDEL,TARI LYNN 
SCHMITT,MICHAEL RAYMOND 
SCHRANKEL,STEVEN M. 
SCHRECK,THERESA M. 
SCHRIPSEMA,STEVEN PAUL 
SCHUETZ,DANIEL BRUCE 
SCHWANTES,MICHAEL DAVID 
SEELY,BETH E. 
S!OAL,LYNNE NICOLAU 
SHtPPARD,GREG WILLIAM 
SHIJE,SUZETTE ANN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
SPANISH 
POlITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HISTORY 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
HIST & POL SC 
SP COM & CR-WRT 
ECONOMICS 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
ECONOMICS 
JOURNALISM 
HISTORY 
ECONOMICS 
GEOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
ECONOMICS-PHlLOSOPHY 
ECONOMICS 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
ECONOMICS 
ECONOMICS 
COMPUTING & INFOR SCI 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
MANAGEMENT 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
THEATRE ARTS 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PHILOSOPHY 
MANAGEMENT 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MAT HEMA TICS 
DIST~IBUTED MINOR 
PAGE 9 
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SHOATS,MARLENE 
SITAR,CHRISTINA LEA PEREA 
SKLAR,BETH SHANA 
SMITH,HOLLY CAROLYNN 
SMITH,JACQUELINE L..& 
SMITH,SUSAN FAUSTINE 
SOLMAN,JOHN CHARLES 
SPALT,JEAN ANN 
t 
SPRAIN,BOYD LYLE 
SULLIVAN,DENISE ERIN 
SUMMERS,LINDA KAY ANDERSON 
SWARTZ,CECILIA MARIE 
THOMAS,FELICIA SUZZETTE 
THOMPSON,YVETTE MARIE 
TORMEY,VALERIE A 
TORRES,MARK 
TOWNSEND,ROBERT W. 
TRAUB,GAIL ARCHER 
UNGLAUB,JOYCE SHEILA 
VANCE,JOHN ARTHUR 
VANDERZEE,KAREN L. 
VASQUEZ,DENISE MARIE 
VIGIL,RICHARD P. 
VILLA,CARLA MARIE 
VILLANUEVA,ELINO ASTILERO 
• 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
RUSSIAN STUDIES 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
PHIL & PSYCH 
SOCIOLOGY 
SPANISH 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
LINGUISTICS 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ECONOMICS 
JOURNALISM 
SOCIOLOGY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
PSYCHOLOGY 
THEATRE ARTS 
ENGLISH 
MANAGEMENT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PHILOSOPHY 
ASIAN STUDIES 
SOCIOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MANAGEMENT 
MATHEMATICS 
HISTORY 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
ENGLISH 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
PAGE l. 0 
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VIRAMONTEZ,DELIA ANGUIANO DIAZ 
VISCOLI,SERGIO JONATHAN 
WALLACE,THOMAS LEE 
WARNER,CARIE EELLEN 
t 
WATKINS,ANTHONY REEVE 
WATSON-SALAZAR,SKYE MARIE 
WATT,JUDITH LYNN 
WEED,JOHN MERVILLE,JR. 
WEESE,ELIZABETH ANN 
WEIR,KEVIN MICHAEL 
I WHEELER,JOHN WARD,!! 
WHISTON,RICHARD ATKINSON,JR. 
WILLIS,EUGENIA HART 
WILSON,SCOTT BRYAN 
WILTON,OLIVER CHAVEZ 
WISECARVER,RICHARD EUGENE 
WOMMACK,JORDAN ALAN 
WOOD,CASSAUNDRA K. 
WOODWARD,JUDY DOROTHY 
WOOTEN,WENDELL LAWTON 
WYNN,LORI LEA 
YAZZIE,MARGARITA SAUNDERS 
YOUD,BRYAN JON 
YOUNGDAHL, SARA LISE 
ZAFFERY,RENEE PATRICE 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
I SP COM & SPAN 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PHIL & REL ST 
GEOGRAPHY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
HISTORY 
HIST & POL SC 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ART 
SOCIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
HIST & ANTH 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
SOCIOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
ENGLISH 
MANAGEMENT 
BIOLOGY 
ENGLISH HISTORY 
SOCIOLOGY SOCIAL WELFARE 
HIST & CR-WRT 
ENGLISH THEATRE ARTS 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
FRENCH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
THEATRE ARTS 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
SPANISH 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
PAGE 11 
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ZEMER,FRANK V.JR. 
ZUPPA,RAY JOSEPH 
r 
ALDEN,RHETT GUY 
ANDERSON,WESTON JON 
ARCHULETA,SIDNEY CHARLES 
ARMIJO,MARTIN DONALD 
ATKINSON,GEORGE ALLEN 
A~IZONIS,DAINA ZOFIJA 
BAUMANN,JOHN WILLIAM 
BAUMGARDNER,KEVIN LEE 
BEU,RICHARD JOSEPH 
BOUCHER, DIERDRE 
BROWN,CHRISTINE ANNETTE 
BROWN,DAVID CALVIN 
BUTTNER,CHRISTOPHER ANTHONY 
BYRNE,LEORA ANN 
CHESEBROUGH,ROBERT A. 
CHOU,ANNE MARIA 
CHRYSOCHOU,DIMITRIS G. 
CLINE,KIMBERLY JO 
COMFORT,SUSAN ROSE 
COMPTON,DAVID EUGENE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
130-52-7490 
525-41-4791 
ECONOMICS 
POLlTICAL SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAJOR 
CHEMISTRY 
PHYSICS 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
MATH EMA TI CS 
MATHEMATICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
MATH EMA TI CS 
PHYSICS 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
THEATRE ARTS 
MIIIOR 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY 
MATHEMATICS 
GEOGRAPHY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
BIOLOGY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY 
PHILOSOPHY 
MAT HEMA TICS 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
MATHEMATICS 
ART 
CHEMISTRY 
PAGE 12 
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COMUNAS,FRANCIS JOSEPH 
CORWIN,STEVEN KIM 
DAGIT,ROBERT BRUCE 
DENETCLAW,PAUL DANIEL,jR 
r 
DOANE,LORRAINE S. ~L~ 
DOERFERT,KAREN S. 
DUDLEY,MICHAEL E. 
DUNLAP,WILLIAM DALE,JR. 
ELIAS,BRIAN PATRICK 
EVANKO,STEPHEN PAUL 
I EVANS,DAVID BRUNDAGE 
FERNOW, LINDA J. 
FISK,JENNIFER 
FLAMM,BART FOREST 
FORTNER,SALLY ANNE 
FOUTZ,TERRY DEE 
GAILLARD,CINDY ANN 
GARRETT,KELLY MAURINE 
GEIST,BRUCE KAEMPER 
GIBBS,MICHELE KAY 
GILLILAND,SUSAN SMITH 
GLASS,PHILLIP JAY 
GONZALEZ-ALLER,ALEJANDRO 
GREY,ROBERT LINVILLE 
GRIBBLE,ARTHUR RANDOLPH 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS PAGE 13 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPR PSYCHOLOGY 
PHYSICS CHEMISTRY 
MATHEMATICS ELECTRICAL ENGR 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPR PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
GEOLOGY MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
GEOLOGY DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MATHEMATICS GEOGRAPHY 
MATHEMATICS BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
PSYCHOLOGY BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY · CHEMISTRY 
MATH & HIST PHYSICS 
ANTHROPOLOGY BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY ENGLISH 
MATHEMATICS SPANISH 
BIOLOGY DISTRIBUTED MINOR ~ 
PHYSICS MATHEMATICS ,. .. 
-~ 
05/09/86 
.~ .... 
GUILLEN,REYNAL REGINIO 
HALL, GWINN 
HARTLEY,REBECCA SUE 
HAYENGA,BRANT DONALD 
• HEATH,DOUGLAS ALLEd 
HIGGINS,PAULA L. 
HILDEBRANDT,RICHARD H. 
HILLEY,SCOTT PATE 
HILLEY,SUSAN PATE 
HOUTMAN,SEAN P. 
I 
HUTSON,JAN ELISE 
IRWIN,ROBERT WILLIAM 
JAMES,ROGER WAYNE 
KLEYBOECKER,KIM K 
KNEAFSEY,MICHAEL SEAN 
KROUPA,PHYLLIS ELIZABETH 
LAUGHLIN,DANIEL F. 
LEIB,NORMA B. 
LEIJA,JOHN LARRY 
LESSARD,JAMES MAHONEY 
LICHTENSTEIN,GARY STUART 
LOSINSKI,PAUL VINCENT 
LUCE,PATRICK WILLIAM 
LUCERO,JOSE ALBINO,JR. 
MCKENNA,WAYNE SCOTT 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
ASTROPHYSICS 
GEOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
GEOLOGY 
GEOLOGY 
PHYSICS 
BIOL & PSYCH 
ANTH & BIOL 
BIOL & ANTH 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY 
GEOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PHYSICS 
MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY 
MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
COMPUTING & INFOR SCI 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
PALEOECOLOGY 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MATHEMATICS 
MANAGEMENT 
MATHEMATICS 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY 
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MILLER,KENNETH LLOYD 
MIZE,KENDARD FERN,III 
MOSS,GREGORY A 
NAVARRO,RICARDO ANTONIO RODRIGUEZ 
; 
O'CONNOR,AUDREY RI~~ 
PAEZ,CHARLES ANTHONY 
PEIFFER,MELISSA ANN MULLEN 
PIPER,JEFF D. 
POMPEO,JOHN ALBERT 
PORVAZNIK,MARY C. 
I RAFELITO,ALVIN JAE 
RASOLI,CHERYL ANN 
RATLIFF,GILBERT ERIC 
READY,CLINTON CRAWFORD 
REED,STEVEN DOUGLAS 
REIF,DONNA M. 
RICHARDS,MARCI JANE 
RICHARDSON,TIMOTHY M. 
RINK,DANA RICHARD 
ROBERTS,SUSAN DARLENE 
RUSSO,JOHN NEIL 
RYAN,SHARI MARIE BARRETT 
SAINT LOUIS,LESLIE-MARIE 
SANDISON,DAVID RAY 
SAPPENFIELD,CARL 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PHYSICS 
GEdLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPR 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
SIGN 'LANGUAGE INTERPR 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
GEOL & ART 
GEOLOGY 
PHYSICS 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
PHYSICS 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
BIOLOGY 
CH EMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
COMPUTING & INFOR SCI 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY 
LINGUISTICS 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
PHYSICS 
PAGE 15 
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SCHROEDER,CAROL R. 
SHUSTER,CARL JOSEPH 
SMITH,CYNTHIA KAY 
SPACE,MICHAEL LOUIS 
r 
STANGE~YE,LARS A. ~~ 
STEINER,JOHN PHILIP 
STEWART,GERALD LEE 
TAGART,CHARLES WILLIAM,III 
THERKILDSEN,CHRISTY STARR 
TITTNICH,DIANNE QUALLS 
T6UPAL,KATHLEEN 
TROYANOWSKI,PATRICIA A. 
VAUGHAN,LESLIE J. 
VIGIL,THOMAS ERNEST 
WAGNER,MITCH S. 
WALTERS,MARJORIE LEONA GREEN 
WATSON,HARRY ALBERT 
HHITE,JONATHAN ARI 
HILLIAMS,DAVID E. 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
MATHEMATICS 
BidLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
GEOL & ANTH 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
MATHEMATICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
BIOL & PSYCH 
COMPUTING & INFOR SCI 
ANTHROPOLGY 
SPANISH 
PHYSICS 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
NAVAL SCIENCE 
COMPUTING & INFOR SCI 
PHYSICS 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY MANAGEMENT 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PHYSICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
RUSSIAN STUDIES 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY 
PAGE 16 
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ADAMSON,MARY KAY 
APOSTALON,MARK ALAN t 
.. & 
ARMIJO,ANDREW JAMES 
ARNOT,MATTHEW A. 
AUSTIN,KATHLEEN B. 
BAHR, PETER J. 
BAROS,ROMAINE DENISE 
B~CK,STEPHANIE L. 
BEGAY,SHARLENE RAE 
BLISS,TAMMY LAVERNE 
BLOTTNER,CHERYL ANN 
BOWERS,CONNIE LUELLA 
BREIDENFELD,HUGH JAY 
BROOKS,BARTON JOHNSON 
BROWN,ERIC STEWART 
BROWN,KEVIN ANTHONY 
BRUCE,MARIAN LEVI 
BULIM,IGOR DAVID 
BURCH,DAVID RICHARD 
BURCH,SCOTT EDWARD 
CAMUGLIA,RICK ALLEN 
CANTWELL,MARK STEPHEN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
' 
\ 
MAJOR 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
HUMAN RES MGMNT CCONC 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
NT INT MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
PROD & OPER MGMNT CCN 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
HUMAN RES ·MGMNT CCONC 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MINOR 
PAGE 17 
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CARLBERG,JEFFREY ALAN 
CASAUS,PHILIP MARTIN 
CHAVEZ,BEVERLY ANN 
CHAVEZ,CHRISTINA BERLINDA 
CHAVEZ,MAXIMO ANDREz:'~ 
CHAVEZ,MONICA 
CHISHOLM,YVONNE P. 
CONROY,KATHLEEN L. 
COOK,RUSSELL D. 
' 
COREY,CRAIG ROBERT 
COTE,CHARLES THOMAS 
CULPEPPER,KATHLEEN ETHELWYN 
DANEK,JAMES RICHARD 
DELLEFIELD,DEBRA KRIS 
DIGREGORIO,NICK ANTHONY 
DIXON,SUSAN KAYE 
DONNELLY,WILLIAM JOSEPH 
DOOLEN,LINDA DIANA 
DRUNZER,ELLEN ELAINE 
EASTON,LESLIE BLACKWELL 
FERGUSON,JO ELLEN 
FLOERSHEIM,SCOTT DOUGLAS 
FOWLER,PAMELA JEAN 
GARCIA,IRENE WHITTINGTON 
GIERLOFF,BARBARA ZINZEL 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT (CONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
HUMAN RES MGMNT CCONC 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
PAGE 18 
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GILBERT,PAUL ROBERT 
GILBERT,SHANNON KATHLEEN 
GONZALES,TIMOTHY PAUL 
GRANT, STEPHANIE LYNN t · 
HANSON, MARY ELL EN ~L~ 
HANSON,SUZANNE ELLEN 
HENSON,WESLEY MARK 
HOBBS,PAUL JOSEPH 
HODGE,DAWN MARIE 
HOOLEY,ROBERT CHILDS,JR. 
I HYMAN,KAREN R. 
JAGUNICH,PAUL JOSEPH 
JARAMILLO,DOLORES ROBERTA 
JOHNSON,SEAN PATRICK 
JONES,LESLIE SHAWN 
KANZ,TRISHA MARIE 
KINZER,DAVID LOWRY 
KNIGHT,BRIAN DEE 
KROUSE,ERIC DOUGLAS 
KRUSE,GREGORY JOHN 
LARKIN,TERENCE JOHN 
LARSON,NANCY L. 
LAWRENCE,ROCKLAN EUGENE 
, LENINGER,WILLIAM HAROLD,!!! 
LIND,JUDY COLLEEN 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKT~ MGMNT CCONCTN) 
C MGMNT SCI CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG & GN MGM 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
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LOPEZ,MELINDA REBECCA 
MAAS,GLENDA ELAINE 
MADDEN,TIMOTHY SEAN 
MANEY,ALLISON t 
MARKUSFELD,ANDRE M-1':CHAEL 
MARTIN,SAMUEL ANDREW 
MARTINEZ,ARTHUR R. 
MARTINEZ,STEVE G. 
MATTHEWS,CORINNE ANNE 
MAURINO,THOMAS PATRICK 
I MCCORMICK,LORI 
MCCREA,KAREN ILA 
MCLAUGHLIN,GAYLEEN RAE 
MIKUS,RON D. 
MIZUSAWA,EDWARD ISAAC 
MONTANO,RAYMOND FRANK 
MONTOYA,FREDERIC DANIEL 
NOBLES,CHARLES CRAIG 
NOVE,JANICE MAYER 
OGAS,JOHN DOUGLAS 
OLAY,LUIS G. 
OWENS,AMY STATLER 
PACHECO,RICHARD CHARLES 
PAUL,PATRICIA JANE 
PAYNE, MICHAEL L. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MARKET 8 GN MGM 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MARKET 8 INT MG 
HUMAN RES MGMNT CCONC 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
NT INT MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
NT INT MGMNT CCONCTN) . 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
BUS C~PTR SYS CCONCT 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
PAGE 20 
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PRINZING,LORRAINE I. 
PUCCETTI,NANCY ANNE 
RAPIER,JAMES WAYLAND 
ROMERO,BETTY 
r 
ROMERO, EDWARD R. Ab 
ROMERO,MADELINE J. 
ROMERO,ROSEMARIE 
ROSS,DUANE ALAN 
RUSSELL,RICHARD WILLIAM 
RUUD,TRACY MARIE 
I 
RYAN,DONNA JEAN HARD 
SAAVEDRA,LORI CHRISANNE 
SCHELLER,RAYMOND EUGENE 
SCHENK,MICHEYLE WYN 
SCHLEGEL,TRACY A. 
SCHROEDER,CATHLENE ANN 
SEID,JOE 
SMITH,MARK P. 
SMITH,ROGER HOLLIS,JR. 
STENBERG,LILL KJERSTI HELEN 
STREETT,CHRISTEE THOMSON 
STRICKLIN,GREGORY L. M. 
STUHLMANN,JEFFREY ALAN 
SULLIVAN,SHARALYNN STONE 
TAKACH,MARJORY ALICE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEN MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
HUMAN RES MGMNT CCONC 
AC~TG CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
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THORSEN,LESLIE MARIE 
TORNEBY,MARJORY LYNN 
TRUJILLO,GILBERT,JR. 
TRUJILLO,RAMON E. t 
TRUJILLO,VICTORIA cdNSUELO 
TYRPAK,EDWARD JOHN,III 
VALLEJOS,CHRIS P. 
VAN TOL,FLORA W. 
VIGIL,CHARLES J. 
WILLIAMS,TED ROBERT 
I WILSON,JOHN DAVID 
WILSON,LISA MELYNDA 
WOODHULL,JAY MILLER 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS1 CMPTR SYS (CONCT 
PROD & OPER MGMNT CCN 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
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BACA,KARLA S. 
BOWERS,ROY WILLIAM • 
.. .,_.,. 
DENNISON,DEBORAH JACKSON 
DOWNS,ANNA ALLENDER 
ELLIS,JAMES NORMAN 
ELL IS, KAT HY C . 
EVANS,ELIZABETH VICTORIA 
NORDSTROM,KIMIKO NAKAYAMA 
PARKER,LESLIE RUSSELL 
RICHARDS,DIANA GAY 
STATZULA,JOHN M. 
TORREZ,CHRISTELLA LOUELLA 
WILLIAMS,DAWN BAKER 
ARCHAMBEAU,MARY ALICIA 
BAARS,NANCY ELLEN 
BACA,CARLOS GILBERT JR. 
BECK,TODD ANTHONY 
BEGODY,DOLLY LOU 
HARPER,JOHN 
HUDSON,JERRI A. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EpUCATION 
MAJOR 
SPANISH 
TESOL 
ART EDUCATION 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
COMMUN ARTS COMPOSITE 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
ART EDUCATION 
TESOL 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
ART EDUCATION 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
ENGLISH 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
• 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN RECREATION 
MAJOR 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
RECREATION 
MINOR 
TESOL 
FRENCH 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
HISTORY 
ANTHROPOLGY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
READING IN SEC SCHLS 
SOCIOLOGY 
MINOR 
PAGE 23 
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JONES,CHRISTI M. 
LEE,GEORGE MORGAN 
NUNEZ,EDWARD 
PINTO,LEATRICE SIMPLifIO 
BAILEY,AMANDA 
BELL,BARBARA KAY 
BRETTING,JANE P. 
B~IGHT,ELEANOR MARY THERESA 
BURlANEK,DIANE LYNN 
CARTER,KENNETH MICHAEL 
CASADOS,JO ANNA ANTONIA 
CAST,BRADLEY L. 
CHAMBERS,MARTHA LEONA 
COOCHWIKVI A,ORLINDA M. 
DAVIS,LEIGH M. 
DEKLEVA,JENNIFER DIANNE 
GARClA,ELMA MARIA 
GARCIA,MARY LEONIE 
GULLETT,JENNIFER ADAMS 
HEMAHN,THERESA LORRAINE 
HERSCH&ERGER,SCOTT RANDAL 
HOUIDOBRE,SHIRLEY MELINDA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
I RECREATION 
I RECREATION 
I 
I 
RECREATION 
~ECREATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
LIFE SCIENCE COMPOS 
EXERCISE TECHNOLOGIST 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EXERCISE TECHNOLOGIST 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BIOLOGY 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EXERCISE TECHNOLOGIST 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EARTH SCIENCE COMPOS 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
MINOR 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
EARLY CHilDHOOD ED 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
CHEMISTRY 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
,A THEMATICS 
PAGE 24 
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HUMPHREYS- STEBL ETON , DEIDRE J . 
KEMM,R ENEE NATALIE 
KENNER , DEBRA SUE AB ST ON 
LEONARD,KRISTINA KATHL EEN 
LEUPP,DORIS ANN 
LOMBARDI,MICHAEL 
LOPE, EVALINA 
LOWTHER,CATHERINE S. 
LUNSFORD,MELANIE E. 
LUTTRELL,CONNIE LEE 
MARTINEZ,DAVID PAUL 
MARTINEZ,GILBERT 
. 
MARTINEZ,ROBERT HECTOR 
MASEK,MICHAEL PAUL 
MECHENBIER,CARYN MARIE 
MOORE,PAMELA ARLENE 
ORONA,FRANK HERMAN 
ORR,ELIZABETH ANN 
ORTIZ,BEATRICE PADILLA 
OSHIRO,ROSS SADAO 
POZEGA,MARIA TEREZA 
PRICKETT,ELAINE FRANCINE MONTOYA 
RIZZO,VICKI C. 
SANCHEZ,SENAIDA 
SANDERS,DANA MYERS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLL EGE OF EDUCATI ON 
ELEMENTA RY EDUCATIO N 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTA RY EDUCATION 
LIFE SCIENCE COMPOS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCAT ION 
EXERCISE TECHNOLOGI ST 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LIFE SCIENCE COMPOS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MATHEMATICS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LIFE SCIENCE COMPOS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EARL Y CHILDHOOD ED 
ATHLETIC COACHING 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
MATHEMATICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SCIENCE COMPOSITE 
SOCIA L STUDIES COMP 
PHYSICAL EDUCATIO N 
PSYCHOLOGY 
HISTORY 
MUSIC 
SPANISH 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
BIOLOGY 
HISTORY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
PAGE 25 
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SATTERTHWAITE,KATHYANN DIMICK 
SCHELTEMA,JANET LYNN 
SCHREINER,ELLEN ANNETTE 
SCHWEICH,DEBRA ANN 
r 
SEDILLO,ADELITA DA.RlENE 
SHOEMAKER,ELEANORE LYNN 
SHULL,KATHRYN ANNE 
SOLIS-NAGEL,ADELA 
SPRINGSTEEN,KYONG 0. 
STANCO,JANE ELLEN 
' UPSHAW,LUCIE D. 
WEAKLAND,CHERYL ANNE 
WESLEY,MICHAEL RAY 
WOLCOTT,DIANE LAURA 
WOMMACK,JENIFER SUSAN 
YOUNG,DAVID ANDREW 
ESQUIBEL,DARLENE EPEMENIA 
MAESTAS,JULIETTE MARY 
MCKEON,CARMELITA M. 
PERALTA,JOHNNY MANUEL 
PLUGGE,CAROL 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LIFE SCIENCE COMPOS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EXERCISE TECHNOLOGIST 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
585-86-3250 HEALTH EDUCATION 
585-96-1638 HEALTH EDUCATION 
364-70-4585 HEALTH EDUCATION 
585-21-5344 HEALTH EDUCATION 
585-64-4134 HEALTH EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS 
ENGLISH 
MATHEMATICS 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
MATHEMATICS 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
HISTORY 
SCIENCE COMPOSITE 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
BIOLOGY 
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~NDERSON,DOLORES JEAN 
~RCHIBEQUE,DEANNA MARIE 
BARTLETT,CAMILLE ANTOJNETTE 
EDWARDS,RANDY L. 
FUNNELL,MELISSA ANNE 
GORZECK,JUDITH ELAINE 
GOWELL,MARY KATHERINE 
HECHT,ERIC JAY 
HISAW,TERESA ANN 
' VALDEZ,CYNTHIA ANNE 
GARCIA,GLORIA AMALIA 
MANLEY,LADONNA GAYLE 
WENANT,CHRISTINE MARION 
MONTOYA,ELOY C. 
BRADBURY,SAMUEL FRANCIS,JR. 
HARBIN,RICHARD WINSLOW 
• 
.. 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
) 
MAJOR 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
FAMILY STUDIES EDUC 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
FAMILY STUDIES EDUC 
NUTRITION/DIETETICS 
MINOR 
CH EMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
FAMILY STUDIES EDUC 
FAMILY STUDIES EDUC 
FAMILY STUDIES EDUC 
MINOR 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
HOME ECONOMICS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL TECH EDUC 
MAJOR 
INDUSTRIAL TECH EDUC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MINOR 
MINOR 
PSYCHOLOGY 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
PAGE 27 
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MATSKO,MICHAEL ANTHONY 
MELENDREZ,CRAIG RONNIE 
MOYA,JERRY ANTHONY 
NIELSON,TERESA LYNN 
t 
PAVIA,ROBERT DOMINI6 
PRIBBLE,MATTHEW K. 
f v 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
) 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
SOCIOLOGY 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
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AL-RAISS,HASSAN ABDULLAH MOHD 
DENETCLAW,PAUL DANIEf,JR. 
~·~ FRANK, ELIZABETH 
GALLEGOS,DAVID PAUL 
KROENING,CHRISTINE E. 
NGUYEN,MARIE A 
ABEYTA,MICHAEL ALBERT 
ABITAN,DANIEL 
APODACA,RONALD DANIEL 
ARDEN,JIM C. 
· AVITAN,ELIAHOU-LALO 
. 
. 
~: 
BATT,DANIEL LEE 
BOSILJEVAC,STEVEN L. 
BOYLE,CHRIS L. 
CONSTANT,MITCHELL WAYNE 
DAVIS,JON SCOTT 
DEBETTIGNIES,LISA ANN 
EBRAHIMI-NAGHANI,MOHAMMAD GHOLI 
FENSTERER,PAUL JAMES 
GONZALES,FRANCIS X. 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF ENGINEER~NG 
MAJOR 
ENRG & PWR SYCOPTION) 
ENRG & PWR SYCOPTION) 
BIOMED ENGR (OPTION) 
BIOMED ENGR (OPTION) 
MICROELECTRO PROCCOPT 
BIOMED ENGR (OPTION) 
BACHELOR OF SCJENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
! 
MAJOR 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MINOR 
MINOR. 
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rfALL,RUSSELL B. 
<ING,JASON H. 
~ILNE,LAURA ELAINE 
PINCUS,MARCIA ANN 
SANCHEZ,DEBRA DIANEL~ 
r 
SMITH,GORDON ANDREW 
TRUJILLO,KATHERINE JOAN 
VAROSI,ALBERT BRYAN 
WINOWICH,NICHOLAS MILO 
YI,KEUN-WOOK 
BELLER,KENNETH JOSEPH 
FENTON,MARK ALLEN 
GIRON,ALMA R. 
GONZALES,JACQUELINE MARIE 
GURULE,RENITA ADELE 
HAAS,NELSON STUART 
HERAVI,AMIR ENTEZARI 
HOLT,TERRY E. 
POHL,PHILLIP !SABIO 
VALVERDE,STEPHANIE ANN 
YAMATO,LESLIE TETSUYA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
) 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIV±L ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
MINOR 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
PAGE 50 ~ 
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ADAMS,WILLIAM BRUCE 
CRAVENS,CAROL E. 
FOSSHEIM,ARNE 
FREESE,BRADLEY T. .,.,_ .... 
: 
FREIWALD,WESLEY DAVID 
KLEIN,EDWARD F. 
MCCRACKEN,RICHARD KENT 
PATCHELL,GAVIN PATRICK 
PAYNE,KEVIN EUGENE 
I 
ROMERO,ANTONI O A. 
SINGH, RAKESH 
THERIOT,DAVID JOS EPH 
VALDIVIA,J OS E ANTON I O 
BENSHOOF, LEE ROBERT 
BEST,ELAINE LI PSHUTZ 
BROWN,JOSEPH EDWARD 
CHAPMAN,KELLYE DAWN 
EAGAN,JEFFERY SHANNON 
FORD,JOSEPHINE RHODES 
FREESE,DAVID A. 
GALLAGHER,TIMOTHY OSCAR 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
t COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGI NEERING 
BACH EL OR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
MAJ OR MINOR 
COMP UT ER SCI ENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE ELECTRICAL ENGR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE MATHEMATICS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE MANAGEMENT 
COMPUTER SCIENCE ~ 
COMPUTER SCIENCE ~ CD 
COMPUTER SCIEt4CE ELECTRICAL ENGR 
05/09/86 
GATEWOOD,RANDALL STUART 
GOOD,MATTHEW FREEMAN 
GREEN,RYAN THOMPSON 
HICKS,DENNIS ALAN 
.. ..c, HIGHLEY,LISA ANN 
HINKEL,GREGORY C. 
KEY,BRADLEY ROBERT 
.. 
. 
KRAWCZYK,MICHAEL CHESTER 
LANFORD,WEILIE YANG 
MARCHIONDO,MICHAEL JOHN 
I 
MCCOY,DEINIOL S. 
MCLEAN,PATRICIA ANNE 
MCNEAL,HELEN WAYNE 
MEDINA,GARY LAWRENCE 
PEREA,PAUL RICHARD 
RICHARDS,PHILIP ALAN 
SALARI,KAMRAN 
SANDERS,CLAUDIA EWING 
SCHNEDAR,MARK EDWARD 
STRONG,MARK STEVEN 
TAN,JOO TONG 
TORREY,MARTI ANN 
ULIBARRI,SANDRA LOUISE 
, 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COM1PUTER SCI ENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ART 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
MATHEMATICS 
MANAGEMENT 
MATHEMATICS 
MANAGEMENT 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
HISTORY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
PAGE 32 
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AKELEY,CHARLES LLOYD 
ARCHIBEQUE,LEONARD ROBERT 
ARMIJO,ELISA MARIE 
. 
BAGHERZANJANI,HOSSE!N 
BAHRAMI,AHMAD 
BASSAN,DANIEL 
BENEDICT,DARLENE 
BENSON,TIMOTHY ARDEN 
BERG,BRYAN KEITH 
I 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
BROWN,MATTHEW WILLIAM KILPATRICK 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
!::LECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
BROWNE,EDWARD A. 
CHAPEK,JAMES F. 
DAELEY,JON MICHAEL 
DE HAAS,RICHARD J. 
ELDRIDGE,JACK HILL 
EMRICK,MELANIE JO 
ERTEZA,IREENA AHMED 
FRANK,MICHAEL PHILLIP 
FREEMAN,ROBERT ALLEN, JR. 
GALLEGOS,KAREN ANN 
GARAVAGLIA,EDWARD GEORGE 
HAMILTON,DOUOLAS E. 
HOOK,GARY ROLAND 
HOOVER,PHIL DUANE 
r 
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JANKUNAS,ALAN BENJAMIN 
KERSTIENS,FRANCIS LYLE 
KING,GREGORY FRANCIS 
LE FEVRE,PIERRE KEN 
r 
LEMMON,JEFFREY DAVID 
LINZMEIER,BARBARA ANN 
LOGOTHETIS,NICK COSTAS 
MASCHHOFF,KRISTYN J. 
MATTHEWS,MICHAEL LEON 
MCCLUNG,BRIAN JEFFREY 
MCKAY,JOHN WILBURN 
MEISSNER,HEIDI JOHANNA 
MICHEL,PATRICK LEE 
MOHAMMADI,MOHAMMAD KAZEM 
NARATH,TANYA 
NOVAT,MICHEAL VAN LEIGHT 
OAKELEY,BRIAN ELISEO 
OLIVIERI,JERRY M.,JR. 
OLSON,JEFFREY LEE 
OLSON,VIRGINIA BETH 
PERALTA,STEVEN ALEXANDER 
PETNEY,ANDREW MICHAEL 
PIRANFAR,ALI 
QUINTANA,RALPH DANIEL 
SHELTON,J. SCOTT 
.. 
. , · 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
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SHIPLEY,STEPHEN JAMES 
THURMOND,BENJAMIN H. 
TORRES,ROBERT JOHN 
TURNER,CHARLES RICHAR~ ~ 
I 
VAN,PHAM THI PHONG A~~ 
WALKER.JAMES EDWARD 
WELLS,JIMMY 
WHEELER,REGINA ANNE 
WILKINS,TIMOTHY BRADFORD 
YEH,JIMMY CHIH-MING 
ABRAMS,MICHAEL FREDERICK 
ANDRESON,STEVEN LEE 
ARCHULETA,DOMITILLIA LOUISE 
BARBER,RENIDA ROCHELLE (SHARP) 
BLACKWELL,DAVID ARTHUR 
BONN,RUSSELL HENRY,JR. 
CHAVEZ,ERNEST E.,JR. 
COLLINS.EDWARD FRANKLIN 
DAILEY,GLORIA IRENE 
EMERSON,MICHAEL ALAN 
GRAHAM,MICHAEL EDWARD 
HANSEN,GREGORY ALAN 
I • 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
I . J 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MINOR 
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HAVLINA,JOHN MATTHEW,III 
JOHNSON,MATTHEW LLOYD 
JOHNSON,STEVEN J. 
JONES,THOMAS LEE 
r 
KENDRICK,MARK LAWRENCE 
LANDAVAZO,FRED,III 
LUCERO,KIRK ANTHONY 
MAAL,MICHAEL JOSEPH 
MCKEE,GEORGE RANDALL 
MILLER,ROBERT ALAN 
M01RENO, FRANCISCO, JR. 
NORTHROP,STEPHEN DAVID 
PROBST,ROLLAND ANTHONY 
REOME,SCOTT EDWARD 
SASLAWSKY,MICHAEL EVAN 
SCHIPPERS,BURTON ARNOLD 
SCHREYER,LYNN L. 
SMITH,DENNIS KIRK 
SMITH,TALBOT LAWRENCE 
SMITH,VIRGINIA L. 
SORBYE,STEIN 
SULLIVAN,WILLIAM ROBERT 
THIEME,RANDALL EDWIN 
WOODWARD,JOSEPH HUTCHISON 
YUSKA,MARK ERIC 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
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ANDERSON,LESLIE JANE 
AUSTIN, JAYNE 
~.-:..r 
BEALL,REBECCA ELISE 
t 
EMSLIE,MARY ANNE 
ESQUIBEL,AMANDA RENEE 
GLENN,CYNTHIA ANN 
HICKEY,MAUREEN ELIZABETH 
L~RRAGOITE,STEPHANIE MICHELLE 
MCCLAIN,JAMES L. 
MENDEZ,ELIZABETH WILLS 
MERCER,ANNIE L. 
MERRY, JULIE ANN 
'. PLETT,NICOLE BRONOWSKI 
SPARKS,BRETT L. 
SUTTER,KERI N. 
ASHLEY,STEPHANIE YIANNIAS 
BELEW,KIM WETTA 
BETTELYOUN,BUCK 
BOLES,DAVID 
BUCKHOLTS,DONA LYNN 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ~!NE ARTS 
MAJOR 
ART STUDIO 
ART HISTORY 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
TARTS & ENGL 
ART STUDIO 
MUSIC HISTORY 
THEATRE ARTS 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART HISTORY 
DANCE 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
MUSIC HISTORY 
DANCE & REL ST 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
MAJOR 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
ART StUDIO 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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BUTTOLPH-GRUBB,ELIZABETH 
CHAN,TONY RUSSELL 
CLIFFORD,SUSAN TISCHE 
CROSLAND,CHERYL . 
t 
DEBEVEC,MONICA LOUl-SE 
FEIGENBERG,LISA LYN 
FERNANDEZ,PACINA 
FISHER,NENA RAYE 
FOSTER,WILLIAM R. 
JUVELAND,OMAR ALLAN 
I MAFFITT,SARAH LOUISE 
NIMAN,MARTI ANNE 
NORRISS,BEVERLY KEIGH 
PHILLIPS,ALEXANDRA MARIE 
SANCHEZ,MARK CHRISTOPHER 
SCHMIDT,MARY CHARLOTTE 
SHIPP,JOHN D. 
SMART,JONATHAN W. 
WEBB,PETER CREIGHTON 
BABCOCK,THOMAS L. 
DONSBACH,CARL THOMAS 
EDWARDS,ROBERT WAYNE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
.,._, , ·-
ART STUDIO 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
TARTS & SPAN 
THEATRE ARTS 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
ART ST & RUSS 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
THEATRE ARTS 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
MAJOR 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MINOR 
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FACIO,ANGELICA MARIE 
FISHER, LUCINDA 
GEHRKE,LAUREN JAYNE 
KULBACK,COLLEEN JUNE 
MABRY,DONNA MARIE -~ 
MARTINEZ,JOHN PHILLIP 
MILLER, JAY ALAN 
MONK,KIMBERLY DENESE 
NELSON, LESLIE 
WHITE,LAURA ELLEN 
r 
DETEVIS,JEANETTE ELIZABETH 
HARVEY,HERBERT WAYNE 
HERRINGTON,JOHN BYRON 
JOHNSON,DEBORAH ANN 
KONIOR,JULIE LYNN 
PALLADINO,JULI ANN 
RAMOS,LINA RUTH 
VIGIL,RONALD JOHN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
MUSIC 
MUSiC 
MUSIC 
I} 
MUSIC & ENGL 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
ENGLISH 
MINOR 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
ADAMS,COLIN LEE 
AUTIO,RANDY MARVIN t 
oolll ..... _ ... 
BALLON,MARGOT ELAINE 
BEHLING,CHRISTOPHER BROOKS 
BRODIE,JAN MARIE 
BRUCKNER,DONALD GEORGE,JR. 
BRUIN,BARBARA S. 
BU,CKELS, JEFFREY JOHN 
BUSTAMANTE,RICHARD PHILLIP 
CAMPBELL,DAVID SCOTT 
CANDELARIA,NEIL C. 
CARLETON,VIRGINIA DORIS BRUTON 
CHACON,LAWRENCE EDWARD 
CHAVEZ,JAMES ARTHUR 
CHURRUCA,COSME DANIEL RIPOL DE HORNEY 
COVELL,TIMOTHY JAMES 
CURRAN,JODY R. 
CURTIS,ROBERT JAMES 
DANIELS,MICHAEL KEVIN 
DAVIDSON,DENISE MARGARET 
DAVIS,JENNIFER 
DONAGHY,DIANE PATRICIA 
\ 
MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
JURIS DOCTOR 
MAJOR 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
MINOR 
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EISENBERG,TIMOTHY DAVID 
EPPLER,DALE BLAINE 
ESPINOZA,MATILDE LUCERO 
FINSTON,FELICIA ANN J 
r 
FOY,JAMES BERNARD ~2.-
GALLEGOS,KAREN ELIZABETH 
GALLEGOS,YOLANDA REBECA 
GARZA,CARMEN ELIZABETH 
GILLEY,DELMA (SANDI) 
GORDON,GARY LADD 
' 
HAAKE,FLOYD DICUS,JR. 
HALL,BRAD D. 
HEAPHY,KATHLEEN A. 
HOLLAND,MARTIN KEITH 
HORAN ,KATHLEEN CONREY 
HUFFORD,MARC GUY 
HUGHES,VERLIN 
JOHNSON,DAVID DANIEL 
JOHNSON,DIXIE LYNN 
JONES,CHERYL MICHELLE 
JONES,LISA ELIZABETH 
JOYNER,BARRY HUGHES 
KESSINGER,GRETCHEN STOCKFLETH 
KINSELLA,WILLIAM MICHAEL,JR . 
KNIGHT,KELLY D. 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
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KOONTZ,ARDATH YOLANDA KAIME 
LANDAU,AMY 
LANE,WENDELL BYRON 
LIGHTSTONE, MARTE DEBRA' 
; 
LI TTL EFI ELD, WIL LIAM.'.'-CARROLL, JR. 
LOPEZ,CARLOS 
LORNE,SUSAN K. 
LUNDERGAN,E. KIRSTEN 
MAESTAS,GINA MARIA 
MARRS,CLINTON WAYNE 
' MARTINEZ,ALICIA G. 
MARTINEZ,ANGELA MARIE 
MCHUGH,PAUL DONALD 
MONTEAU,HAROLD ALFRED 
MOORE,GLENNA HAYES 
MOSS,COY KEVIN 
OLSON,ROSALISE 
OPPENHEIMER,STEVEN JOSEPH 
ORTIZ,FRANCISCO MARIO 
OSBORNE,NORMAN EDWARD 
OSNES,C. KRISTINE 
PARSON,M. YVETTE GALLEGOS 
PEARLMAN,CYNTHIA LYNN 
PERRY,JANA SMITH 
PREGENZER,RUTH OLCUTT 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
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PROVENCIO,DONALD 
REEVES,EDITH MARIE 
REGENSBERG,GLORIA DIANA 
RIVERA,GERALDINE EVELYN 
r 
ROBERTS,DONAVON AN~HONY 
ROCHA,CONRAD MICHAEL 
ROMO,RICHARD ROLAND 
ROTRUCK,SANDRA EILEEN 
RUBIO,FERMIN ANTHONY 
RUUD,MERRI J. 
SANCHEZ,JAMES LAWRENCE 
SANCHEZ,NANCY CECILIA 
SECKLER,KIM MIGNON 
SIVINSKI,GREGORY ALLEN 
SKEHEN,KELLEY LOUISE 
SMITH,MARY HELEN 
SOLLARS,RICK LEE 
SOMMER,KARL HANS 
STALEY,SUSAN ELIZABETH 
STEELE,JOAN ELAINE 
STOOPS,RICHARD DARRAH 
SUTTON,ADOLPH CRAIG 
TANG,KIM M. 
TAYLOR,PATRICIA MORRIN 
TENNENT,DONALD H. 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
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THOMAS,PAUL ANDREW,JR. 
TRUJILLO,JOHN A. 
VARNELL,CALVIN CLARK 
WEEKS,SUSAN JEAN ,. 
.,.,_,. WEIDEMANN,HARTMUT 
WILSON, TUNNY 
WOLF,TRACI JEAN 
WOLLEN,DEBORAH RACHEL 
XIMANES,ANA MARIA 
ZUNNO,HARRIET LEAH 
,, 
; 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
) 
LAW 
LAW1 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
LAW 
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AREBALO,RONALD EUGENE 
AVIZONIS,VILIJA NERI?t 
BACA,ERIC ANTHONY 
BACA,GEORGE MARK 
"" .... _ ,,., 
BEAR,JAN VAN TWISK 
BIGLER,JANE ELLEN 
BIRCH,ROBERT FRANK HARVEY 
BRpWN,LAURA BROOKS 
BURKE,CHARLES ROBERT 
BURNSIDE,ALLAN SCOTT 
CASTILLO,CHARLES EDWARD 
CHRISTENSEN,KAREN MESSER 
CORDOVA,RONALD VINCENT 
DOBERNECK,SUSAN ANNE 
EGLI,DOUGLAS ROBERT 
FELTER,JEFF SCOTT 
FLEMMING,DAVID ROBERT 
FRASER,SUSAN LOUISE 
GORDON,BARRY EDMUND 
GUTIERREZ,MARY ROSE 
HALES,KATHLEEN S. 
HARDY,DAWN MARIE 
.. 
. 
. • 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE 
MAJOR 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MINOR 
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HARPAZ,RAFAEL 
HERRERA,JOLYNN JANE 
HERSH,EVA STEPHANIE 
HOWICK,GREGORY LEE 
t 
HURLEY,TIMOTHY JAME-S-
JOFFE,GARY MICHAEL 
JOHNS,DONALD WILLIAM 
JONES,TOBIN JACK 
KEY,TERRI ALICE 
LAWYER,JAMES TODD 
LEPROWSE,CONRAD ROBERT 
LOWRY,SANDRA PAULETTE PANZARELLA 
MA,MARY HELEN YOAKUM 
MARTINEZ,JAMES EDWARD 
MCGINTY,LAUREL DEE 
MONTGOMERY,ROSALYN MARIE 
NELSON,EVAN LLOYD 
PACHECO,MARIO F. 
PALLEY,TOBY BESS 
, 
PITCHER,DAVID ERWIN 
PROLI,JOSEPH A. 
REUST,CHRIS SCOTT 
ROSENTHAL,VALERIE VOELZ 
SANCHEZ,ROBERT BRADLEY 
SAPIEN,ROBERT EUGENE 
MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
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SCHRAMM,MARK STEVEN 
SEWELL,JAMES K. 
SMOKER,BRET ARTHUR 
SPARKS,TWANA 
r 
STEWART,WALTER LEF~l~GWELL 
SUN,EUGENE F. 
TAYLOR,CECILLE GLYNIS 
THOMASSON,KAREN RABURN 
TRAEGER,MARC STEVEN 
VALDEZ,CELIA BARRAZA 
I 
VALDIVIA,ARNOLD WALTER 
VALENCIA,REGINA ANN 
VIGIL,ANNA YVONNE 
VINTHER,RANDAL NEIL 
WAT,SAMUEL SAUSHUN 
WEEKS,JAMES ARTHUR 
WESSELMAN,MARK LAWRENCE 
WICKLINE,CINDY LEE 
YASUDA,GREGORY MARK 
, 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MED I CINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
. MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
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~SHBY,CYNTHIA JANE 
AUSTIN,JOHN ANDREW ~L~t 
BACA,GLORIA ANNETTE 
BALKE,KATHLEEN M. 
BERGS,KATHERINE ANN 
BRANNAN,DONNA S. 
BROCK,BERNICE DAILEY 
B~RNS,DEBRA ELAINE 
CABANA,CHERYL MAE 
CALDWELL,NANCY 
CASTOR,LESLIE JOY 
CHAVEZ,JAMIE ANN 
CHAVEZ,TERRY ALLEN 
CHIN,KAREN BARBARA 
CLEARY,KATHLEEN ANN 
CONNER,NANCY MARIE 
CONTRUCCI,KAREN MARIE 
COTTON,MELANIE D. 
CUDNEY,ELISABETH LOU 
CULBERTSON,NANCY BENTSON 
DEHNE,SUSAN ALICE MONCRIEF 
DELGADO,DANIEL DONALD 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE I~ NURSING 
MAJOR 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
MINOR 
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DOBBS,MONA L. 
DODGE,SANDRA B. 
EMERSON,PETROLINA TODACHINE 
EMSLIE-PEYTON,CARLOTTA· 
• FISHER,VIRGINIA DARi 
FRESQUEZ,MILISSA 
GEOFFRION,SUSAN C. 
GIBBLE,TANYA BETH CGREENINGER) 
GLADSTONE,DEBBIE JAYNE 
HAGER,ELIZABETH D. 
HOWARD,PATRICIA ANN 
HUGHES,MARIANNE GAE 
JENNER, REGINA 
KARNAVAS,ANTHONY JAMES 
KASNIC,TRACEY ANN 
KEY,PAMELA A. 
KROESEN,BECKY DEVINE 
LAFLIN,CAROL JEAN MATVIKO 
LAFOUNTAIN,ROBERT KEVIN 
LEHMANN,JENNIFER LYNNE 
LEYMON,SANDRA JEANETTE 
LILLICH,PHILIP W. 
MAESTAS,AMELIA HERRERA 
MALETTA,KARIN SUSAN 
MARSH, LINDA LEA 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
NURSING 
NUR1SING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
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MARTINEZ,KATHLEEN ANNE 
MATONTI-MAL,ROSA 
MEDINA,DOROTHY ANN 
MONTOYA,JACQUELYN PAl:_RICE 
. 
MURRAY, HUGH MACDONA{·D 
NAHKAI-LESLIE,VALERIE 
NICOLAO,SHIRLEY ANN 
PARSONS,LORRAINE C. 
REED,PATRICIA ANN 
RESIDE,DANIEL J, 
ROLAND,KATHERINE GAIL DUNN 
RUBI0,KATHLEEN B. 
RUIZ,MICHAEL JESSE 
RUTIN,CATHLEEN ANN 
SANCHEZ,EDWARD JOHN 
SCHMIDT,CAROL MARIE 
SEDALNICK,LAURI RAE 
SERVILLA,MICHAEL JOHN 
STOECKER,FRANCIS JOSEPH,!!! 
STOREY,JEANETTE EVELYN 
TAYLOR,RISA CAREN 
TITSWORTH,SUE MOODY 
TSOSIE,JOSEPHINE E. SIOW 
WARD,DINA TEMPLETON 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
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ATKINSON,TRACY ADELE 
BAUDER,ANNETTE MARL~ r 
..i~- ,. 
CHACON,ENRIQUE 
CORDOVA,MARK R. 
CUNNINGHAM,DIANNA MARIE 
DELORA,WAYNE W. 
FAZIO, FRANK 
GA,RCIA,TOBY P. 
HUBBARD,JOSEPH HENRY 
JENNINGS,STEVEN ANDREW 
KOHLL,LOUIS H. 
LARSON,KATRINA A. 
LATINO,FRANK A. 
LENZER,THOMAS MARTIN 
MCNEILLY,WILLIAM G. 
MEDINA,ELIZABETH M. 
MORGAN,CATHY JO 
MOYA,DIANA JOLYN 
RICHNER,ANNE 
SANDERS,GAYE LYNN 
STEPHENS,JEFFREY DANIEL 
TOON,MICHAEL LEN 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE I~ PHARMACY 
MAJOR MINOR 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
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rRACESKI,JOHN JOSEPH 
rROMPETER,GLENN CARLOS 
rRUJILLO,RICHARD M. 
~AGNER,BERTIL KARL JOACHIM 
' 
NATERS,TAWNIA D'EON.;(JOHNSON 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
I 
) 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
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RIDDLE,ELLA ELIZABETH 
r 
AINSWORTH,TERESA ANN MACEY 
ALEGRIA-RUILOVA,EMMA 
' ALEXANDER,LOWELL STEPHEN 
ALTHUBAITY,AMER S. 
ANALLA,FONDA 
ANDERSON,CHRISTOPHER T. 
ARAGON,MADALENE E. 
BACA,LOUIS M. 
BARDEN,FREDERICK MCLEAN 
BARR,RICHARD MICHAEL 
BERGERON,DEBORAH ANN 
BERRY,SUZANNE JOY 
BOLING,KIM HOWELL 
BOLTON,BETTE RADMACHER 
BROOKS,CHARLES WILLIAM 
BRYANT,KAREN ANN 
BUDRUWEIT-BARNSLEY,DEBRA MARIE 
BURCIAGA,LISA ANNE 
BURNESS,JULIE ANNE LACY 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
\ 
MASTER OF ARTS 
) 
\ 
MAJOR 
EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ART EDU CA TI ON 
GEOGRAPHY 
COUNSELING 
ART EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
TECHNOLOGICAL & OC ED 
ART 
ART 
ART EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FOUNDATIONS OF ED 
COUNSELING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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BURROW,KAREN 
CAMP,BARBARA ANNE 
CANDELARIA,RAMONA LOUISE 
CASILLAS,RANDALL THOMSON 
j' 
CASILLAS,RANDALL TH'OMSON 
CHAO,I-MING 
CHEN,XIAO-MING 
COATS,MARDEE RAE ANDERSON 
CONNORS,LINDA SUE 
CORNWALL,GLENN CRAIG 
' CROV EL LO,KERRY ANNE 
CURRAN,BRYAN KEITH 
DE JONG, LOIS RUTH 
DEBONI S, JOSEPH 
DEL EON , NARCISA DEL CARMEN 
DELONGCHAMP,MICHAEL L. 
DI LL ER,DEBRA LEE 
DREW,TONI KATZ 
DUPRE, BARBARA J EANNE 
EASTMAN, JUL I A W. 
ELLIOTT, MICHAEL LEE 
EMANUEL.LAURA KOCH 
EMERSON,F. JUNE TOLEDO 
ENCEE , GINA MARIA 
ENDR ES,DANIEL JAM ES 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
COUNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
PORTUGUESE 
SPANISH 
MATHEMATICS 
ENGLISH 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ART 
FAMILY STUDIES 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
CO UN SELI NG 
ELEME NTARY ED UCAT I ON 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
SPECI AL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
MATHEMATICS 
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FERGUSON,HEATHER ANNE 
FREJO,ESTHER C 
FROEHLICH,PATRICIA HARDING 
FULLER,DANIEL EUGENE ~· 
I 
GALL EGOS, GERALDINE.. ·MARIE 
GEIST,MARGOT ANN 
GLASS,CHARLOTTE ROSE 
GLENNEN,MARY COLLEEN 
, GONZALES-LAMBARSKI,GLORIA A. 
GONZALES,ALBERT E.,JR. 
I 
GRAMBLING,GAIL JOHNSTON 
GURULE,LOUELLA AGUILAR 
GUTIERREZ,DINORAH 
GUTIERREZ,LEAH JEANETTE 
HADELLA,PAUL MARTIN 
HAESELER,JOHN THOMAS 
HAGE,JO-ANNE 
HAMZE,ANN SHERWOOD 
HASHIM,MASLIN SUSANNE 
HASKIN,BARBARA SUZANNE 
HEINE,JILL CHRISTINE 
HEITMAN , MARIE THERESE G. 
HERNANDEZ,DEBORAH ROSANA MARIA 
HEWES, El LIN L. 
HILL,KAREN BAK ER 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ART 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ART 
FOUNDATIONS OF ED 
RECREATION 
COUNSELING 
MATHEMATICS 
COUNSELING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FRENCH 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ENGLISH 
ART 
ART 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
COUNSELING 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
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HILL, VIRGINIA M. 
HILVERDING,JOHN CECIL 
HIRSCH,CHARLENE ADEL 
HOBSON,PAMELA DOROTHY ~ 
;' 
HOLGUIN,ARTURO,JR.~~~ 
· HOMAN,MARGARET SUE 
HOU,HSIAO-WEI 
HOWDEN,OLIVIA LOPEZ 
HUCHMALA,JULIA MORROW 
HUGHES,ROBERT EDWARD 
JEREMIAS,PAUL .. 
JOHNSON,CHRISTY ANN 
JOHNSON,MONA MOELLER 
JOHNSON,VICTORIA SPENCER 
KAISER,GUY S. 
KEENER,MARSHA LYNN 
KENDALL,DIANE 
KESLIN,RICHARD B. 
KHADIJA,BENAICHA 
KIDD,SUSAN DUNAGAN 
KNARR,PAULA ANNE 
LANE,BARBARA ANN 
LE,THANH NGOC 
LENKE,NANCY AVERY 
LESTER,VICKY HULTS 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HISlORY 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LANGUAGE SCIENCES 
ART EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ART 
ART 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ART 
ART EDUCATION 
ART 
TECHNOLOGICAL & OC ED 
MATHEMATICS 
FAMILY STUDIES 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
COUNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
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LEWIECKI,TERRY SMITH 
LIN,WEN-SHING 
LIVINGSTON,SARA MOORE 
LLEWELLYN,MARK A. . 
r 
LONG, BARBARA ELLEN.& 
LUBER,PATRICK ALAN 
MACDONALD,DOUGLAS JOHN 
MADRID,SALVADOR BELTRAN DEL RIO 
~MARSHALL,SUZANNE LEE 
MARTINEZ,LIZA E. 
I MCCALEB,JOLENE LUCILLE 
MCELVAIN,LARRY BEN 
. MEYER, ADAM S. 
MKANDAWIRE,NELSON G. M. 
MONTOYA,TOMACITA 
MORGAN,DANIEL CHARLES 
MORROW,EVELYN BELKEN 
MOUND,KAREN MARIE 
MOYA,ROSE MARIE 
MUNOZ,HUGO TEODORO 
MURPHY,JUDITH CROCKER 
NARANJO DE REYES,MARY 
NEUENS,CYNTHIA MCNEIL 
)- NORTH, IAN ERIC 
-1 
\ OCHOA,DIANA MARIE 
: 
· . 
.. _ 
'"'·"-t 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
COUNSELING 
TEtHNOLOGICAL & OC ED 
FOUNDATIONS OF ED 
MATHEMATICS 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ART 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
ART · 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ENGLISH 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
FAMILY STUDIES 
ART 
COUNSELING 
PHILOSOPHY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPANISH 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPANISH 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ART 
COUNSELING 
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DLDERVIK,BRIAN WADE 
PATRON,ANNETTE 
PATTERSON,LINDA MARIE 
PERRY,JANICE CHRISITN~ · CSMITH) 
PHILLIPS,JERRY CLYDE 
PHIPPS,NANCY L. 
PORTER,THOMAS DALE 
PRATER,TERESA ANN 
PRITCHARD,JANET L. 
QUINTANA,CINDY C. 
I 
' 
RAMOS,GABRIELA BORJON 
RATLIFF,ANNA MAE 
REGNIER,NOLENE FAYE 
REILLY,AMYSUE 
RICHARDSON,LEONARD ANTHON 
RIVERA,MICHAEL JOSEPH 
ROBERTS, WILLOW 
ROBERTSON,MICHAEL OWEN 
ROBINSON,SHELLEY BROOKS 
ROMERO,CARMEN ANN 
ROMERO,MANUEL ALBERTO 
ROSE,ROBERTA ANN 
ROSS, JANIS GAIL 
ROTZOLL,ROBERT RUDOLF l / ANCHEZ, EVELYN REYES 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGR EES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
SOCIO LOGY 
FAM~L Y STUDIES 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPANISH 
HISTORY 
SPECI AL EDUCATION 
MATH EMATI CS 
ART 
ART 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FRENCH 
COUNSELING 
ART 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ART 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
COUNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
MATHEMATICS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
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SANCHEZ,ROBERT E. 
SANCHEZ,THERESE CAROL 
SANCHEZ,ZELDA MONICA 
SCADUTO,DANIEL JOSEP~ · 
I 
SCHEER,JOSEPH HEN~YI ~ 
SCHOOLEY,JOHN FORREST 
SCHUSTER,JANA LYNN 
I SEILER,GUY MARION 
1SHAPIRO,MICHAEL STUART 
' SIDDONS-CODY,GLENNA 
I SILVA,ROBERTA DENISE 
SIRACUSANO,DOREEN MARIE 
SMITH,LINDSAY EVAN 
SMITH,SCOTT STEPHEN 
SORRELL,PAULA 
STACKPOLE,NINA CHARLENE 
STANSBURY,JAMES PATRICK 
STARKEY,CHARLES LEO 
SULLIVAN,ELEANOR MARY WALL 
SULLIVAN,JEFFREY EARLE 
SUMI,ATSUSHI 
TERR,NANCY ELLEN 
THOMAS,JAMES GEORGE 
THORNTON,MICHAEL RAY 
1 TOMPKINS,ROBERT LEWIS 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS· 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
TECHNOLOGICAL & OC ED 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
RECREATION 
ART 
COUNSELING 
HISTORY 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
LANGUAGE SCIENCES 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
ART 
ECONOMICS 
COUNSELING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ART 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
PAGE 59 
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TORRES,JOSEPH DAVID 
TRAS,JAN LAPRADE 
TRIMBOLI,CLARA ERKER 
VALDEZ-DAY,LISA MARI~ · 
VELASQUEZ,JOAN F. ~.!,,. 
WALLENTIN-FLORES,URSULA MARIA 
WEINER,DEBRA LYNN 
WHITNEY,KRISTEN ANN 
~WHITON,BETTY ANN SUBER 
WILKINSON-COWAN,SUSAN C. 
WiLSON,THOMAS HAWES 
YNTEMA,PATRICIA CONTRERAS 
BADOWSKI,MARCIA L. 
BECKER,ROSS 
BENNETT,LUCY ANN 
FRANCIS,JULIE ANNE 
FUNK,SUSAN NATHALIE 
GIRON-GORDON,TERRI A. 
HAYES,CHERYL MARIE 
KERR,VELMA KATHLEEN 
KESlEN,SHARON 
LOPEZ,ENRIQUE JOAQUIN 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
IJ 
MAT HEMA TICS 
cotfNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
COUNSELING 
ART EDUCATION 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
SPANISH 
MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MINOR 
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MIRABAL,MERLINDA MARTHA 
MOUND,KAREN MARIE 
PERRY,CHRISTOPHER FENN 
PURIPONGS,NABOONE JUME · 
. 
ROMERO,HAZEL NINA ~-
SANCHEZ,IRENE MARGARITA 
SERNA,MARTIN ANTONIO 
SMAll,SUSAN ELIZABETH 
SUELTO,ROWENA DIAZ 
ZAHLOCKI,CHRISTINE MARIE ANN 
ALROWAISHED,AHMED ABDULROHMAN KHALID 
BHATTI,KHALID !KRAM 
CARIAN,CHRISTOPHER GEORGE 
CLOSET,CATHERINE MARIE-CLAUDE 
DAL SANTO,PAUL 
OAVIES,JAMES SCOTT 
GREEH, JAMES HOOD, 111 
11Il.l 
It.LE 
lYHt 
COR1 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
MAJOR 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
RCHITECTURE 
RCHITECTURE 
RCHITECTURE 
RCHITECTURE 
RCHITECTURE 
MINOR 
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SMALL,ROSS WAYNE 
ULIBARRI,SANDRA ANASTACIA 
WILLIAMS,JAMES I.,II 
WOLFE,PETER JOSEPH 
( 
-4 .. ~ ... 
FERGUSON,T.J. 
FOLLINGSTAD,MARY HELEN 
PARKIN,DREW OWEN 
SMALL,CHRISTINE DEARDEN 
ALLEN,LYNNE DAPHNE 
BRAILSFORD,ROBIN ANN 
DOUTHAT,ANITA SHERWOOD 
PHALEN,JAMES PATRICK 
SILVA LIMA,MARCELO GUIMARAES DA 
WITKIN,JOEL-PETER 
BENCY,TERESA AILEEN 
GARCIA-NUTHMANN,ANDRE PABLO 
JOHNSON,FRANK GEORGE 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
MASTER OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
MAJOR 
COMNTY & REG PLANNING 
COMNTY & REG PLANNING 
COMNTY & REG PLANNING 
) COMNTY & REG PLANNING 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
MAJOR 
ART 
ART 
ART 
ART 
ART 
ART 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
MAJOR 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
100 
MINOR 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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OGNACEVI C,STEVE PETER 
SCHO ENFEL D, LORI WESTMORELAND 
STARAL,J EAN MA RI E 
r 
ABRAHAM,MARLENE SIMONE GOODMAN 
BARROW,JANICE F. 
BERNSTEIN,JUDITH APT 
BREDEMANN,MICHAEL VAN 
B~OWER,ELIZABETH OOSTERHOF 
BRYA,CATHERINE ANNE FROEHLICH 
BURG,INGRID PELZER 
CHEN,JEN-CHYWAN 
CHEN,JENG- KUEN ISAAC 
CHIULLI,STEPHEN JOHN 
CLARK,LAURA ELAINE 
COOPER,MARY ALICE 
COXE,BERTON WOODWARD 
DEFUSCO,ELIZABETH HANNA 
DERBY,LEO PAUL 
DONOGHUE,VERONICA MARIE 
DUNN,ELLEN 
~ FIKANI,MICHAEL MONROE 
\ FORD,RICHARD LEE,III 
, . 
'<• 
~~! 
~'it A~'-. 
1 
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CA NDIDATES FOR DEGREES , SPRI NG 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MAJOR 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
NURSING 
NURSING 
EL ECTRICAL ENGR 
COMPUTER SCI ENCE 
COMMUN DISORD ERS 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
El ECTRICAL ENGR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
CHEMISTRY 
GEOLOGY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
PHYSICS 
GEOLOGY 
MINOR 
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FOREMAN,PAUL MICHAEL 
FOSTER,MICHAEL DEAN 
FRITTS,JOHN DAVID 
GALVEZ, MIGUEL 
r 
GERBRANDT, HEROLD J ... ~ 
GIBSON,MARGARET FERGUSON 
GROTE,DEBORAH ANN 
HARRIS,JUDITH M. 
HARRIS,PHILIP GREVILLE 
HART,ROBERT ALLISON 
I HAYNES, TINA SUE 
HERTEL,LYNN ANN 
HILL-RUE,MARY ELIZABETH 
HILL,GEOFFREY EDWARD 
HOEFT,JOHN DAVID 
HORN,HELEN HARBERT 
HSU,ZE-KANG 
HUANG,I-WEN 
HUTCHINS,ROBIN PRICE 
HUTTON,BARBARA AILEEN 
IUZZOLINO,CARLYN VOSS 
JARPE,MARION BLAIR 
JASPERSE,MARLENE LONG 
· JILKA, JOAN MARY 
KINGHAM,SANDRA KAY 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
PHYSICS 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGIN EERING 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
NURSING 
NURSING 
PHYSICS 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
BIOLOGY 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
NURSING 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
NURSING 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
NURSING 
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LAGES,ANDREW CURTIS 
OMNINOS,NIKOLAOS !DANNIS 
REITINGER,TIMOTHY JOHN 
EE,JIM L. 
r 
.EVICK,MITCHELL ALA#-
.INZIE,WILLIAM ROBERT 
IOU,KONG-MOU 
MACKOY,RICHARD DAVIS 
MALLOY,MARGARET ANN 
MAYNARD,STEPHEN RALPH 
I 
MCDONALD,THOMAS GRANT 
MEFFORD,DWIGHT MITCHELL 
MEURER,RON EDWARD 
MUNN,KEVIN JOHN 
MURPHY,KENNETH LEE 
NICKOLS,JOYCE WILLIAMS 
NOVEROSKE,EVAN JAMES 
OLSON,MARGARET E. 
OLSZEWSKI,JERRY ANTHONY 
OTERO,CHARLES DANIEL 
PIERCE,KENNETH GARY 
POURARSALAN,MAHMOUD 
REDMAN,THERESA ANITA 
RICHARDS,ROBYN 
1ROMAN,MIRIAM JEANNETTE 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
} GEOLOGY 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
PAGE 65 
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SAIN,STEPHEN LOUIS 
SAVAGE,SUSAN MARIE 
SCHUPPEL,KATHLEEN HANNON 
SEO,JONG TAE 
r 
SHEBAR, AILE CAROLEi . ." 
SMITH, MARY ANN CHURCH 
SMITH,BRADLEY KENDAL 
TAGHVAEI,ZOLAIKHA 
THOMPSON,LYNN MARIE 
TONNESSEN,DEBORAH JOAN 
VOYLES,JOY BROWNE 
WALSH,STEPHEN JOHN 
WANG,MAM-TSUNG 
~JARD, DAVID BARRY 
WHEELER,KATHLEEN KACEE 
WHITING,MARTHA ELIZABETH 
WILSON,SHARON MARGARET 
WITTROCK,MARK ANTHONY 
WOOLRICH,BRAD WEBER 
WRIGHT,JUDITH GLEASON 
YANG,MING-DONG 
YAO,YOWWEI 
YATES,ANN LOUISE HODGES 
' ; YEH, SONG-SHI 
ZENG,GENGSHENG 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
) 
0 
4 
BIOLOGY 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
NURSING 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
NURSING 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
GEOLOGY 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
NURSING 
NURSING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
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\L-RUWAILI,MAIJAN HUSSEIN 
~LAMIA,ALFONSO J. ; 
,..,-::.,... r" 
~RMSTRONG,RUTH LORRAINE 
ASAMOAH,FRANCIS KWABENA 
BASNAWI,MOHAMMED ABDULLAH 
BATUSKI,DAVID JOHN 
BECKER,THOMAS MARK 
BRAGGIO,SILVIA LUCIA BIGONJAL 
BURGOS-AGUILAR,BENJAMIN 
CHEN,HSI-JEN 
COHEN,STANLEY 
CRONSHAW,FRANCINE BARBARA 
DEKKER,DIANE L. 
EBERT,JAMES IAN 
ECHAVARRIA-HERAS,HECTOR 
ELSHEIKH,ADEL ABD ELHALIM 
FURUKAWA,CHIYOKO YAMAMOTO 
GALLUP,DONALD ROBERT 
GHATTAS,MONIKA WHITE 
GILLESPIE,MARGARET JANE 
GONCALVES,ANTONIO MANUEL 
GOSSAGE,DENISE E. 
l ' 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY , 
MAJOR 
ENGLISH 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION 
ENGINEERING 
EDUCATION 
PHYSICS 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
EDUCATION 
IBERO-AMERICAN STUDIE 
ENGINEERING 
PHYSICS 
HISTORY 
EDUCATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION 
ENGINEERING 
HISTORY 
BIOLOGY 
COUNSELING 
ENGINEERING 
MINOR 
. ' 
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GRANDY,LESLYNN MARIE 
HOOBLER,ELIZABETH TAYLOR DRESSEL 
HUSH,DON R. 
IMMERMAN,MICHAEL A . . 
r 
JARAMILLO,JUNE AURO~A 
JIMENEZ,CARLOS ALBERTO 
JOHNSON,EMILY CAROLYN 
JORDAN,ELAINE WATSON 
KAVANAGH,THOMAS WHITNEY 
KIM,YOUNG TAE 
KiUTTU,GERALD .FRANCIS 
KLEMM,DWIGHT JOHN 
LANGE,MICHAEL RAYMOND 
LANIER,MARY E. SANCHEZ 
LEIGHT,KENNETH ALAN 
LIM,DEOK-SOON 
LOTSPEICH,RICHARD H. 
MANGELSDORF,KAREN RUFFING 
MARSHALL,LARRY DONALD 
MICALl,JANICE ELAINE 
MOORE,DWIGHT WILLIAM 
MORGAN,LINDA KAY 
O'NEAL,SANDRA WORRALL 
; PAXTON,MERIDETH DANIEL 
PINO,PROSPERO LAWRENCE 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
EDUCATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ENGINEERING 
EDUCATION 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING 
BIOLOGY 
OPTICAL SCIENCE 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGINEERING 
ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
BIOLOGY 
EDUCATION 
BIOLOGY 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION 
ART HISTORY 
EDUCATION 
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PREECE,DALE S. 
PRIMOZIC,DANIEL THOMAS 
QUINCI,IGNAZIO CHARLES 
QUINLAN,SUSAN CANTY 
r 
RIKER,JAMES F. .,.. fc...,-
RIVERA,DIANE PEDROTTY 
RUEBUSH,KAREN WILBUR 
SALO,ANN A. ORLIK 
SAMEK,HANA 
SCHOEN,ROBERT JOHN 
SMILOWITZ,ERIKA J. SOLLISH 
SMITH,PAUL SIDNEY 
SPROTT,JULIE EVELYN WINKLER 
SUNDWICK,KAREN SENOB 
TYSSELING,JOHN CHARLES 
WEBER,MICHAEL FREDERICK 
WILLIAMS,RANDALL LEE 
I j. 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
ENGINEERING 
PHILOSOPHY 
EDUCATION 
ROMANCE LANGUAG ES 
PHYSICS 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGLISH 
PHYSICS 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
HISTORY 
ECONOMICS 
HISTORY 
EDUCATION 
PAGE 69 
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AKI, LINDA F. 
ATENCIO,MARIO LORENZO-
CAMPOS,LUIS CARLOS 
. FREY, GLENN MARK 
GENTRY,THOMAS CARL 
..c•~ 
-HOLLOWAY,PETER KNIGHT 
KUHN,STEVEN JEFFERY 
M~RSHALL,CATHERINE KAYE 
MCDONALD,BRADLEY JOHN 
REYNOLDS P.,VIVIAN LIZABETH 
ROBINSON,NEIL MAJOR 
RUIZ,DIEGO MODESTO 
SHAVER,MARIE MARGUERITE 
SILVA,CATHERINE ANN HELLER 
SOSA,CARLOS STEVEN 
WILBER,THOMAS CRAIG 
WILBURN,WAYNE 
BANEGAS,VINCENT MICHAEL 
· STACK,RICHARD J. 
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN A~CHITECTURE 
MAJOR 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
) ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
MAJOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
MINOR 
...... 
MINOR 
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ADAMS,WANDA JEAN 
AHR, TRACY JON ES 
ALLEN , STAR 
r 
<It•~""' 
BAI LEY,GINA ANNETTE WILSON 
BARRY,KATHLEEN 
BEBERG,PAUL JONATHAN 
BECKLEY,MICHELLE JEAN 
B~NAC,VALENTINO ANTHONY 
BOOKSTABER,RUTH ANNE 
BOWMAN,JOHN EDWARD 
BRAKE,SUSAN MARIA 
BROTHERS,GAYLE DUSEK 
BROWN,JOHNNY MACK,JR. 
BROWN,KITTY R. MCLEOD 
BYRD,WILLIAM CLAYTON 
CARGILL-SEYMOUR,NAOMI LEE 
CARL ENO, JANELLE 
CARTER,MICHAEL ALBERT 
CERNIWAY,IVONA RUTH 
JAY HENRY 
COLLI 
COLLI 8 H 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
\ 
MAJOR 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDI ES 
UNI VERSITY STUDI ES 
UNIVERSITY STUD IES 
UNIVERSI TY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
MINOR 
PAGE 7 1 
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CONN,MELINDA MARIE 
COOKE,SYLVIA ROSEN 
D'OYEN,ARIANA REIMUNDA 
DUBMAN,SHOSHANA 
.,(,~.,... DURAN,PAULINA S . 
FISHBACK,NIEL W. 
FLORES,CARMEN BACA 
r' 
,._ GAGE, MARY JANE 
GAMIZ,NANCY JANINE JAY 
GARCIA,ARTHUR 
GiBSON,MARQURITA F. 
GILBERT,BENNETT MARC 
GURROLA,VIRGINIA M. 
HAGENGRUBER,DEBORAH ANN 
HALL,DANIEL JAMES 
HARRIS,JENNIFER A. 
HARRIS,MELISSA B. 
HAWMAN,SUSAN KAY 
HUNNER,PAUL CHARLES,JR. 
JANOWSKI,MARTIN J. 
JOHNSON,WILLIAM CARL 
KIERNAN,PATRICIA ANN 
KRCHMAR,CAROLYN EMILY 
-' LANGFORD,JANET MARIE 
LEFEBVRE,WILLIAM SCOTT 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UN!VERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
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LESICKA,MICHELLE AGNES 
LEURIG,MARGOT JEAN 
LEVINSON,RALPH DAVID 
LIPTON,RONALD LEE 
r 
MALCOLM,SCOTT WILllAM 
MARCHIONDO,PAUL L. 
. MASCARENAS,DAVID RENE,III 
~ MASON,DAVID JAMES,III 
i 
MATTHEWS,LISA MARIE 
MCCULLOCH,DAVID ALLEN 
MORA,HENRY RICHARD 
NEAL,CYNTHIA JONES 
O'RILEY,PATRICK ADELBERT 
ORTEGA,MARGUERITE 
ORTIZ,MANUEL LEROY 
PALERMO,DIANE 
PALMER,MARILYN J. WHEELER 
PARKER,PAMELA ELIZABETH 
. PARSONS,TANNER OLAF 
. PATTIN, PEARL L. 
PERKINS,MARIANNE 
PRICE,EARL VON 
REISFELD,BELINDA 
! ~OBERTS,CYNTHIA BROWNLEE 
11 ' RUB IO, LUELLA GEORGIANA 
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MAIN CAMPUS 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNfVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
~ UNIVERSITY STUDIES UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
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SANCHEZ,KAREN A. 
SANDOVAL,DAVID BENJAMIN 
SHAMAS,PHILLIP BASHARA 
SHOUP,STEVEN OLIVER LEE 
i 
SLOAN,PAUL J.,III - ~ r 
SMITH,HARLAN CREIGHTON 
SPAHN,BRENT W. 
~-, SQUIRE,CHRISTINE K. 
' STANSBURY,EVELYN VINCENT 
STEINBACH,DAVID WILLIAM 
stEINBACH,PETER MICHAEL 
STEINMAUS,JEAN-NOEL JOSEPH PAUL 
THOMAS-ORTIZ,LORA LEE 
TOPPIN,SHARON LYNN 
ULLOM,KELLY SUE 
VAN HOY,PATRICIA ANN 
VIGIL,ANNETTE DENISE 
WATSON,GRANT VAUGHN 
WEEKS,DOLORES CARMEN SEPULVEDA 
WELCH,CANDACE JEAN 
WHORTON,NATHANIEL JOHN 
WOHRER,WALTER M. C. 
WROBLEWSKI,JANET LEE 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, SPRING 1986 
MAIN CAMPUS 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNfVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
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GEE,DENNIS 
HANDLEY,JAMES CHRISTOPHER 
HAUENSTEIN,WILLIAM EUGENE 
HENDERSON,ROBERT LEE ~ 
..'I•':.. .... HINRICHS,MARIJO 
HOCKING,STEVEN A. 
JAZAN,LILA ALISE 
JOHNSON,DUANE MARTIN 
r 
KENNY,CAROL MARY 
KISSEL,JEANNE THERESA 
KNIGHT,VALERIE PATRICIA 
KRUGER,NANCY SUE 
LENBERG,ROBERT ALBIN,II 
LEONARD,MARIANN 
LINDAHL,RICHARD GUSTAV 
LUCERO,CARLO ANTHONY 
MCCLAFLIN,REBECCA STATLER 
MCNAMARA,IOANA VIORICA 
METCALF,JULIA ANNE 
MICHELOTTI,ROY ALAN 
MONDRAGON,MARIA RABY 
MURPHY,KEVIN D. 
MYERS,MAX ERIC 
PETRONIS,JOHN PETER 
PHILIPPI,JANET SUSAN 
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THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSlNESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMI N 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
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PIATEK,BRIAN PAUL 
RAICHUR,GIRIDHAR P. 
RIDGEWAY,RAYMOND BLAKE 
RITTS,JULIE ANN 
. 
RZENDZIAN,MICHAEL EDWARD 
SALIANI,DEAN G. 
SCALES,JEFFREY ALAN 
' SHIFLETT,MARGARET ANN 
SIPILI,REBECCA S. 
SLENES,JOHN FREEMAN 
j 
STOY,CHARLES MAC,JR. 
THAMES,MARIE CECILIA 
YEAGER,JAMES ROBERT 
GEORGE,JUDITH TRYON 
MEILLEUR,STEVEN GRANT 
MEYER, VINCENT A. 
MOLL,MARK JOHN 
REYNOLDS,WILLIAM EARL 
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THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUS~ NESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
MASTER OF MANAGEMENT 
MAJOR 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MINOR 
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BOWMAN,MELINDA 
C DE BACA,JULIE r 
GATEWOOD,PHILLIP LEE LOUIS 
HAYWARD,JEAN A. 
KILGORE-CASTILLO,KATHRYN A. 
LUCERO,LAURA ANNETTE 
MCCORMACK,JAMES LYNN 
RANKIN-SAUCEDO,RENEE 
YEAGER,PATRICIA MARIE 
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MAJOR 
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
MINO R 
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BUTLER,GLENELLE GRAY 
CAMPOS,MARY JOSEPHINE 
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DEGNAN,ELIZABETH T. 
EDWARDS,LINDA SUE 
GREENWOOD,ELIZABETH CECELIA 
KINION,MICHELLE LYNN 
LUCERO,MARY ANN 
M~NOGUE,BARBARA ALICE 
TAPIA,LISA RENEE WHITMORE 
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DENTAL HYGIENE CBS) 
DENTAL HYGIENE CBS) 
DENTAL HYGIENE CBS) 
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DENTAL HYGIENE CBS) 
DENTAL HYGIENE CBS) 
DENTAL HYGIENE CBS) 
MrnOR 
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CARLISLE,JEFFREY 
CLARK, JILL L. 
,~-:__~ CORBIN,ELLEN LOUISE 
HERRERA,DIANA JEAN 
, HOLLAND,DEBBIE 
r 
KAMPFE,PAGE ANN 
KIZIAH,BARBARA ANN 
K~UMLINDE,CORINNA CHRISTIN 
LAKE,PATRICIA LYN WELSH 
MARKS,KELLI JEAN 
MARTINEZ,PETER L. 
NOVAK-CERICOLA,KAREN SUE 
PARKER,DENISE RENEE 
PASQUALE,MONICA DEANNE 
POLAND,JAMIE ANN 
SAUNDERS,DEBORAH ANNE 
SEDILLO,JENNIFER KAY 
SNYDER,KIMBERLY KYLE 
WAHLQVIST,MIA 
WARNER,MICHELLE LYNN 
WOMELSDORF,NANCY JO 
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DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
I 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
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DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DENTAL HYGIENE f6 
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BROOKS,ELAINE 
CASE,SUSAN MICHELLE . f 
.. . & 
DEFONTENAY-LEMOND,CONNAUGHT 
JACKSON,DEBORAH A. 
i MOYA,MONICA VIVIAN CLAIRE 
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MAJOR 
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HUMAN SERVICES 
HUMAN SERVICES 
HUMAN SERVICES 
HUMAN SERVICES 
HUMAN SERVICES 
I 
MINOR 
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WENZL,DAUN LORENE 
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RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
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ARCHULETA,TESSA ELLEN 
BARTOLUCCI,JOHN ANTHO~Y 
.... ~·,,. 
BEGAY,SANDRA KAREN 
GALLEGOS,PHILLIP ANTHONY 
' GAY,DAVID K. 
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PRE-ENGINEERING 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE tN PRE-ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
} 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
I 
MINOR 
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GALLEGOS,LORETTA ANN 
JARAMILLO,VALERIE LY~ 
.,,r_r' 
KENNA,CHRISTINE ANN MARIE 
OLECKSIEW,THERESA A. 
ROBERTSON,SHEILA KAORU 
RODRIGUEZ,SALLY ANN 
VILLANUEVA,HELEN T. 
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SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
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SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES y 
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AICHER,MARK EDWARD 
BACA,PAUL PHILLIP .,2_}· 
CRAVENS,PAUL 
EGELAND,JAMES RAYMOND 
: FARRELL,DAVID E.,JR. 
GALLEGOS,PHILLIP RODNEY 
GILES,SCOTT GLENN 
HO,LANG,VAN 
HUGHES,DOUGLAS LEE 
KEITH, CL YOE 
LARDIE,KENNETH JAMES 
SAMPLE,DWANE FLETCHER 
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ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
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MAJOR 
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ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
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ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
MINOR 
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ALLRED,BARBARA JEAN 
AMMERMULLER,ANITA LOlfISE 
""~~,,. 
ANDERSON,SHAROLYN JO 
ASHEL,GARY AARON 
BARRON,ROGER 
CONEVERY,ROBERT M. 
GOMEZ,ANNE MARIE 
Hl;RNANDEZ,JOSE 
HINDS,GREGORY CARL 
JOHNSTON,JOHN GLOVER 
KRAMER,ELAINE SHEILA 
LANDSVERK,ROLF DANIEL 
LIN,YVONNE HSIA YI 
LOPEZ,NINA BERNADETTE 
MARTINEZ,DAWN MARIA 
METHENY,CATHERINE ANNETTE 
MOUNT,APRIL H. 
MUELLER,MARGIE EILEEN I PARKS,WILLIAM SCOTT PIN0,CARLA ANNE 
1 SMITH,STANLEY ERIC 
I VALVERDE,SHIRLEY ANN 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCI~NCE IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
MAJOR MINOR 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING .. .. . 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
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WHITTEMORE,LEANNE FAY 
WILSON,JOHN STEPHEN 
YOUNG,TONY T. 
r 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
) 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
I 
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ANDERSON,LARRY WILLIAM 
BACA,HEIDI MONIKA ~r 
-~ COTITTA,ROBERT ANTHONY 
: DONALD R. GONZALES 
GIUDICE,PETER FRANCIS DEL 
JOJOLA,VICTOR LEONARD 
KINNEY,VIRGINIA ROSE 
M~LDONADO,FRANCES M. 
PEACOCK,MICHAEL DOMINIC 
ROERICK,JULIE KAE 
TITTEL,JAMES MARVIN 
VALDEZ,ADRIANO S. 
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BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED ~CIENCE IN BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
MAJOR MINOR 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
) BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
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PACHECO,MARTHA KAREN 
f 
2 
CARUSONE,HENRY WILLIAM 
DOVE,CHERYL ANNE 
HALL,CYNTHIA RENEE 
JOHNSON,AIMEE MARIE 
' KELSO,RUSSELL . GLEN 
KENNEDY,JOAN E. B. 
USIAK,DEBRA ANN 
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OTHER ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS 
ASSOC OF ARTS IN SEC~ETARIAL STUDIES & OFFICE SUPER 
MAJOR MIN OR 
SECRETARIAL SKILLS 
ASSOGI.J;tE. OF APP.LIED SCIENC~-rN RESBIRA~ORY THERAPY 
----~ 
MAJOR 
RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
MINOR 
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ACOMB,TIMOTHY HERBERT 
LUNSFORD, PATRICK W . . r 
..,....-_r-
WILDER,CHARLES DWIGHT 
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ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
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MAJOR 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
I 
MINOR 
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CLARK,LORNA GAIL 
· ERPENBECK,DEBI J. r 
~r-.r 
FUYAT,CATHERINE CLAIRE 
HOLLADAY,LEEANN CROWELL 
LINKE,KATHLEEN RENEE 
MAURO,BILLIE R 
MAXWELL,JAMES CHRISTIE 
ST,UART, EDWIN S. 
.., 
, 
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COMPUTING SCIENCE 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIE~CE IN COMPUTING SCIENCE 
MAJOR MINOR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
I 
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ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN 1 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MGMNT 
MAJOR MINOR 
\ BUS ADMIN/MGMNT 
) 
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LOS ALAMOS 
LIBERAL ARTS 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN ~IBERAL ARTS 
MAJOR 
~ LIBERAL ART 
) 
I 
MINOR 
---. 
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APRIL, HEIDI 
PENA,JOSEPH 0. 
~ 
~ 
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GALLUP BRANCH 
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED ~CIENCE IN MEDICAL LAB TECH NOL 
J 
) 
MAJOR 
MEDICAL LAB TECH 
MEDICAL LAB TECH 
I 
MINOR 
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SARNARD,MARLYS ANN 
DOOLEY-JOHN,ROSELYN . t 
., ~r- r" 
GORMAN,ZONNIE MARIE 
HENIO-ADEKY,SARAH 
JAMES,PAULA 
JUAN,OLSON L. 
LEE,STENSON DAN 
LUNA,JEAN P. 
SUTHERLAND,PEARL JEAN 
TSADIASI-SIMPLICIO,BELINDA 
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ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN ~DUCATION 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
.ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MINOR 
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CASADOS,DANIEL PHIL;P 
... ~~,.. CHAPASKO,JACK 
GONZALES,MARY ANN DUBOIS 
HOMER,CHERYL 
,. 
l 
MAZON, LUCILLE G. 
OLSEN,PAMELLA S. 
O~ALEON,FRIZENA F. 
PATSCHECK,CHERYL KAY 
PENCALL,SUSAN ADA 
SHAFFER,VICKIE SMITH 
SILVERSMITH,GERLINDA ANN 
SMITH, PAMELA L. 
SPOLAR,FRANCHESCA D. 
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NURSING 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE 1 IN NURSING 
MAJOR 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
NURSING AS 
MINOR 
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ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN ~RIMINAL JUSTICE 
MAJOR 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
) 
I 
MINOR 
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BEGAY,ARLENE JANICE 
· BITSIE,WILHELMINA J. f 
/. 
-~ 1;; SELLS,EDNA M. 
' WILLETO,MABEL J. 
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HLTH PHY EDUC & REC 
HLTH PHY EDUC & REC 
HLTH PHY EDUC & REC 
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MINOR 
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, ATHENS,ROSALIE THERESA 
BARNEY, VERONICA M. . • 
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BEZEK,ROBERT S. 
FRENCH,JANICE IRENE 
MARTINEZ,YVONNE MARIA 
PIRLOT,MARCELLA L. 
SANTOYO-PALOCHAK,FRANCISCA 
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LIBERAL ARTS 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN ~IBERAL ARTS 
MAJOR MINOR 
LIBERAL ART 
LIBERAL ART 
LIBERAL ART 
LIBERAL ART 
LIBERAL ART 
LIBERAL ART 
LIBERAL ART 
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LONG,HENRY J. 
SANBRERO,LARRY LEE,SR. 
MOWRER,KENNETH E. 
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AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED 1SCIENCE IN AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLO 
j 
MAJOR 
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLGY 
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLGY 
MINOR 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN AUTO TECHNI-BUSINES 
MAJOR, MINOR 
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLGY 
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BANKING TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED 1SCIENCE IN BANKING TECHNOLOGY 
MAJOR MINOR 
I BANKING TECHNOLOGY 
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BARNEY,LUCINDA M. 
BEGAY,CATHERINE . r 
~·& 
BOTTICELLI,MELISSA A. 
JOHNSON,CAROL 
KASMIRE,SHELLEY JEAN 
MOWRER,KENNETH E 
SPIROS,JANICE L. 
T~OMAS,JOANN PALOCHAK 
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BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
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BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
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BEGAY,DANIEL 
BROWN,RAYMOND LEE 
DAVIS,DANIEL 
GREY,RICKY EUILTON 
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CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
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MAJOR 
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CONST TECHNOLOGY 
CONST TECHNOLOGY 
CONST TECHNOLOGY 
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MINOR 
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GENERAL STUDIES 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED ~CIENCE IN GENERAL STUDIES 
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I GENERAL STUDIES 
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GENERAL STUDIES 
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GALLUP BRANCH 
WELDING TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED ~CIENCE IN WELDING TECHNOLOGY 
MAJOR MINOR 
J WELDING TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN WELDING TECHNI-BUS 
MAJOR MINOR 
I WELDING TECHNI-BUS 
j 
I 
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: LOVE,ELEANOR LAKE 
t 
:~~ & 
. 
:..~ 
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EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN 1EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
) 
I 
MINOR 
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GONZALES,YVONNE CHRISTY 
' MARTIN, LYNN SPENDU J.; 
..,. __ .. 
REEVES,SCOTT MICHAEL 
ROSUL,RONALD C.,JR. 
STROPNICKY,JOHN F.,III 
--- ---
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COMPUTING SCIENCE 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMPUTING SCIENCE 
} 
' 
MAJOR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
I 
MINOR 
PAO l. 0 
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~ 
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ARAGON,KENNETH VICTOR 
REEVES,SCOTT MICHAE~ • 
~ r 
~ 
! 
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LIBERAL ARTS 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN ~IBERAL ARTS 
MAJOR j 
) 
LIBERAL ART 
LIBERAL ART 
' 
MINOR 
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ANDERSON,NANCY U. 
CASTILLO,ELIZABETH B~qERLY 
.A <'r..,._-,' 
CHAVEZ,CYNTHIA LYNN HAYES 
CORDOVA,MARY HELEN JARAMILLO 
NAVARRETTE,SANDRA LORRAINE 
ST GERMAIN,LORI JANE 
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BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
) 
I 
MAJOR 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY 
MINOR 
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